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Summary
This thesis deals with the digital manipulation of the position and spin of neu-tral Caesium atoms in an optical lattice. I investigate coherent phenomenabased on interferences between the trajectories of a single atom. Individualatoms are split by making use of our state-dependent lattice to shift differentspin states in opposite directions, leading to coherent superpositions of spinand position state. This offers many possibilities; in this work, we chose toinvestigate atom interferometry and quantum walks in potential gradients.Chapter 1 is a brief introduction to the importance of phase in quantummechanics.In chapter 2, I provide an introduction to our experimental apparatus withparticular focus on state-dependent shifting and correct alignment proce-dures. Our model for decoherence in the lattice is also presented, with em-phasis on the polarization state of the lattice lasers.Chapter 3 presents the first of two measurement campaigns, which em-ploys a single atom interferometer with a flexible geometry. We investigatea laser intensity gradient present in the system and demonstrate how sev-eral interferometer geometries can be compared to glean extra informationabout the symmetries of a potential gradient, such as its spin state depen-dence. A deliberately applied inertial force serves as a proof-of-principle foraccelerometry and is correctly measured.Chapter 4 contains the results of the secondmeasurement campaign, whichfocussed on quantum walks. Quantum walks are a quantum analog to clas-sical random walks and possess remarkable spreading properties. A theo-retical model is presented, including a band structure picture of the walk.Unlike previous experiments, the walk can now be performed in a potentialgradient, giving rise to new physics, in particular Bloch oscillations, whichmanifest as oscillations of the distribution width. Experimental results firstconfirm the predictions made by our model and show quantum walks of upto 100 steps with coherent behaviour. Walks in potential gradients are mea-sured and indeed show clear signatures of Bloch oscillations. This is par-ticularly remarkable because the quantum walk is effectively mimicking anelectron in a solid, forming a basic quantum simulator.Chapter 5 is a conclusion and a preview on ongoing technical improve-ments that stand to significantly extend the experimental capabilities.Parts of this thesis have been published in the following papers:
• A. Steffen, A. Alberti, W. Alt, N. Belmechri, S. Hild, M. Karski, A. Wideraand D. Meschede: "A digital atom interferometer with single particlecontrol on a discretized spacetime geometry", PNAS 109, 9770 (2012)
• Genske, Maximilian and Alt, Wolfgang and Steffen, Andreas andWerner,Albert H. and Werner, Reinhard F. and Meschede, Dieter and Alberti,
iii
Andrea: "Electric Quantum Walks with Individual Atoms", Phys. Rev.Lett. 110, pp. 190601 (2013)
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1 Introduction
Quantum mechanics is a science of phase. Many of the best known quan-tum effects, such as entanglement, double slit phenomena or lasing are allphenomena arising from interplay between the phases of different quantumstates. A good understanding and control of phase is therefore a major in-terest in current research and a necessity for the realization of quantumcomputers. The challenges are many, because phase is extremely volatile,reacting to any changes in the system or its environment.Experiments can deal with phase differently depending on their goal. Pre-cision experiments like atomic clocks [1] or atom interferometers [2, 3], aredesigned to maximize the phase’s sensitivity to the targeted variable, so asto measure it more keenly, at the cost of high requirements for the controlof external fluctuations. Quantum logic devices (e.g., [4]) go the oppositeroute and employ quantum states as digitized binary information. They donot require high phase sensitivity, but rather seek a robustness that allowshigh-fidelity operations between many involved qubits.Most experiments operate in between, looking for a middle ground in thecontrol of phase that suits their purpose. One growing category of exper-iments are quantum simulators [5], which aim to recreate a given Hamil-tonian and observe the system’s evolution, in order to study another morecomplicated system. A full simulator does not exist yet, but should be amulti-component system with tunable coupling between several qubits [6].The phases between the qubits are the key component of the simulationand must evolve with reasonable accuracy and precision to mimic the sim-ulated system. Many quantum phenomena that are candidates for simula-tion attempts revolve around the interchange of phase between qubits andcollective effects. Our experiment is aimed to develop techniques that canbenefit quantum simulation and precision measurement alike, researchingoperations on individual atoms and their effect on phase.Quantum behaviour is studied in many different systems; ultracold atomsin optical traps are the most accessible and versatile one [7]. Their highdegree of isolation from the environment combined with the many availableschemes for controlling their state make them the workhorse of quantumtechnology research, as well as precision measurement. Our experimentfocusses on the single atom scale: A handful of Caesium atoms is picked froman ultracold cloud and stored in a one-dimensional optical lattice, with nomore than one atom per site. Unlike ensemble experiments with cold cloudsor condensates, we intend to remove all multi-atom effects to gain accessto purely single particle physics. In the future, controlled cold collisions [8]will allow us to reintroduce atom-atom interactions in order to study two- orthree-atom effects with complete control over the atom number.We have several tools available to manipulate and interrogate the atoms:
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microwave radiation can be used to coherently control the hyperfine state ofthe atoms and fluorescence imaging allows detection of the atomic spin stateand position in the lattice. Nonetheless, the pivotal tool for our experimentis the optical lattice. The two hyperfine states used each have a stronglyselective coupling to one of the circular polarizations in the lattice laser. Bydisplacing one chirality’s lattice from the other one’s, the hyperfine statescan be coherently moved, separated and recombined. A high-speed opticalmodulator can shift the chiralities faster than the decoherence time in oursetup, allowing coherent splitting and recombination of atoms. This permitsa deterministic control of position.The position of atoms is discretized by the optical lattice and we programthe experimental sequence by combining a small number of primitive oper-ations. The experiment is therefore digital in atom position and operation,and benefits from this in reproducability and flexibility.The first set of experiments presented centers on atom interferometry: thespatial separation and recombination of one atom forms a microscale inter-ferometer, whose phase can be read out by detecting the phase differencebetween the two parts of the atomic wavepacket. Highly sensitive experi-ments can be performed to measure the local shape of our optical trap, oran acceleration applied to the lattice. These experiments are described indetail in chapter3.A second set of experiments concentrates on quantum walks, which arequantum analogues of the classical random walk [9], and derive their prop-erties from multi-path interference. Quantum walks can be reformulated asa particle in Bloch bands, forming a one-qubit quantum simulator for certainsolid state systems (see chapter4).
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2 Experimental apparatus
2.1 Overview
2.1.1 Atom cooling and trapping
To perform quantum operations, we first need a controllable quantum sys-tem. Ultracold individual Caesium atoms gathered from a magneto-opticaltrap (MOT) are our system of choice. The setup I use to trap atoms and con-trol their hyperfine state has been described in detail in the past [10, 11]and will be summarized briefly here.The apparatus is centered around a glass cell containing Caesium vapourat ultra-high vacuum pressures. Experiments are performed inside an re-gion of about 200 µm size, in which several optical paths intersect (seefig. 2.1):
• A MOT laser system of six beams for gathering the initial cold cloud
• An optical 1D lattice for confining and transporting the atoms
• Optical pumping beams for preparing all atoms in the hyperfine
|F = 4,mF = 4〉 state
• Amicrowave waveguide allowing irradiation with resonant microwavesfor spin-state operation
MOT operation The MOT cloud is gathered by the cooling laser, which isfrequency shifted close to the |F = 4〉 → |F ′ = 5〉 transition by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The laser light arrives from six directions at 200
µW per beam and a detuning of 2-3Γ and forms an optical molasses. A 3
µW repumper is added from the top and drives the |F = 3〉 → |F ′ = 4〉 transi-tion to return atoms that have undergone an off-resonant |F = 4〉 → |F ′ = 4〉transition and decayed to |F = 3,mF = 3〉 to the main cooling cycle. Rampingdown the molasses intensity to 60µW per beam and increasing the detun-ing to 6 Γ allows the atoms to settle into the optical lattice. The fluorescencethey emit is imaged onto the EMCCD camera for atom counting and posi-tion detection (see2.1.4. After imaging, another reduction in intensity andincrease in detuning (to about 7 Γ) is performed and the atoms irradiatedfor 10-20 ms to achieve further molasses cooling, with the cooling settingsoptimized to retain the largest fraction of atoms after a release-recapturetemperature measurement [12].The laser light arrives on the main table via three optical fibers comingfrom the laser table. These directly provide three of the six MOT beams; theremaining three are backreflections using mirrors. We tune the beams’ con-vergence angle to reach a balanced intensity from both directions despite
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optical losses on interfaces, which arise mostly from the uncoated inner wallof the glass cell. To enhance the homogeneity of the optical molasses, theback-reflection mirrors are mounted on piezo stacks that are modulated atincommensurate frequencies (300, 400, 550 Hz) to average out the interfer-ence patterns that would normally arise between the six beams. The MOTbeams are also used for state-selective detection: when the beam from thetop is activated without back-reflection for 150 µs at very low detuning, itremoves all atoms in the |F = 4,mF = 4〉 state from the lattice.The magnetic field gradient for the MOT is generated with a set of coilsin anti-Helmholtz configuration and normally 10-20G/cm. Another set of sixcoils is mounted in a 3D-Helmholtz configuration for the application of anhomogeneous background field. This can be used to move the MOT intobest overlap with the optical lattice for loading, but also to cancel externalmagnetic fields for quantum operations.
Optical lattice The attractive optical lattice is formed by light from a Ti-tanium:Sapphire laser (Coherent MBR-110, Ti:Sa in the following), whosebeam passes through the vacuum chamber and is then back-reflected. Itis actively power-stabilized with a proportional-integral servo circuit actingon the laser power via an acousto-optic modulator. The circuit can achievepowers between 300µW and 200mW in closed-loop. The reduction in powerfrom the 2-3W Ti:Sa output is mostly due to fiber coupling. At the atoms,this power is focussed to a beam waist of about 60 µm diameter, creating atrap with up to 60MHz depth (or 30,000 recoil energies ER). Imaging is per-formed at 10MHz (5000ER) depth, equal to 120mW of power and quantumoperations normally proceed at 1.6MHz (800ER) depth, or 20mW of power.At the latter depth, trap frequencies are 120kHz along the lattice axis andabout 1kHz radial to it.As mentioned in the introduction, the principal feature of the trap is itsability to perform state-dependent transport by shifting atoms left or rightdepending on their qubit state. As the key operation of our experiment,state-dependent transport will be elaborated further in 2.2.1. In the tran-sition to the two-arm setup (see2.2.3), some of the numbers given abovechanged: the beam waist shrank to 36µm diameter and the power for quan-tum operations was reduced to 6mW, while the imaging power was changedto 30mW, resulting in trap depths of 1.3MHz for quantum operations and7.5MHz for imaging.
Optical pumping The two optical pumping beams initialize atoms in the
|F = 4,mF = 4〉 hyperfine state. One beam comes from the MOT cooling laserlocked to the |F = 4〉 → |F ′ = 4〉 transition (and is not frequency-shifted by anAOM, unlike the optical molasses), while the other comes from the repump-ing laser. Both beams impinge on the atoms in high-quality circular polar-ization to drive only σ+ transitions. We achieve optical pumping to the targetstate for at least 98% of the atoms by carefully ensuring correct polarization.Back-reflection of the optical pumping beam from the lattice back-reflectionmirror must be prevented lest it drive σ− transitions; to this end, we align
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the setup with back-reflected dipole trap as for atom interferometer measurements. Six MOT laserbeams cross with circular polarization to create the optical molasses. The lattice laser is produced by the Ti:Sa laserin the top-left and coupled into a fiber through an AOM. The beam coming from the other fiber end is focussed ontothe atoms and back-reflected after passing through the EOM to create the standing wave. The two photodiodesshown are for power stabilization and mode matching of the backcoupled beam. A fraction of the laser light goes toa transfer cavity for indirect locking to an atomic resonance. The first duo of waveplates in the lattice laser serves tocompensate birefringences in the vacuum windows; the second duo has the function of translating between circularbasis and a linear basis matched to the EOM crystal axes. An optical pumping prepares the initial spin state 4,4, butis not back-reflected. Microwave waveguide and camera objective are also indicated. Not shown is the magnetic coilsystem.
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the optical pumping at an angle to the lattice and place a beam blocker be-hind the vacuum cell. In the latter two-arm setup, the optical pumping beamcan simply be aligned colinear with the lattice. During microwave sidebandcooling (see2.3.2), the repumper serves as part of the cooling cycle, and itsintensity must be low to prevent excessive heating [11]. Standard powersare 30nW (cooler) and 10nW (repumper).
Microwaves Resonant microwaves are the dominant method for qubit oper-ations in this work, due to their low maintenance requirements and easeof use. The microwaves are directed to the atoms by a metallic waveguideending close to the vacuum cell, so that the atoms are about one wavelengthaway from the outlet. They are generated by a setup consisting of two vectorgenerators to produce a 160MHz radio-frequency (RF) signal, a 9.04GHzlocal oscillator, a mixer, a PIN diode attenuator and a power amplifier [10].The vector generators output an initial signal that can be phase or frequencymodulated and precisely pulsed. Because each generator can only be con-figured to modulate phase or frequency, we have two and a signal combinerto have both capabilities available at the same time. The mixer combines thegenerator output with the 9.04GHz signal, resulting in the final frequencyaround 9.2GHz, which matches the Zeeman-shifted qubit transition. A PINdiode provides variable attenuation and envelope-shaping for e.g., gaussianpulses, and the final amplifier can lift the signal power to 41dBm. The ac-tual power of microwaves at the atoms is uncertain due to standing wavesinside the metallic structures surrounding the glass cell, but the maximumRabi frequency reachable on the |F = 4,mF = 4〉 to |F = 3,mF = 3〉 qubit tran-sition is 60kHz [10]. Our normal operations occur at 50kHz because thePIN diode is more reliable away from minimum attenuation.For coherent operations, the compensation coils mentioned before areused to apply a 3G quantization field parallel to the lattice axis in order tosplit the mF manifold and shift the transitions between the levels to individ-ually addressable frequencies. The other two field directions are set to thenull value, which is determined experimentally by minimizing the Zeemansplitting - this procedure also cancels external fields. We can then considerthe hyperfine states |F = 4,mF = 4〉 and |F = 3,mF = 3〉 sufficiently separatedfrom the remaining manifold to treat them as a two-level pseudo-spin one-half system, with |↑〉 = |F = 4,mF = 4〉 and |↓〉 = |F = 3,mF = 3〉. Microwavescan drive transitions of the two-level system if they are resonant with thelevel splitting. The polarization of the microwave field emitted from thewaveguide is linear and can thus be rotated along with the waveguide beset orthogonal to the quantization field (driving σ+ and σ− transition) orparallel to it (driving pi transitions). We select the orthogonal polarizationcase to make the transition between our two qubit states available.By controlling the duration, power and phase of the microwave pulse ir-radiating the atoms, a class of coherent rotations can be performed on thetwo-level system:
Cˆθ,φ =
1√
2
(
cos(θ/2) i sin(θ/2)eiφ
i sin(θ/2)e−iφ cos(θ/2)
)
. (2.1)
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This is the general operator involving the microwave phase φ and the mi-crowave rotation angle θ; missing for a fully general rotation is the ability torotate around the z-axis of the Bloch sphere. The primary uses of microwavepulses use θ ∈ {pi/2, pi}. The pi/2 pulse creates superpositions from pure statesand the other way around, while the pi pulse can exchange the spin state ofa pure state or implement spin echo (see2.2.4) on a superposition. Thesemicrowaves are our main tool to create and analyze coherent phenomena.
2.1.2 Experimental sequence
All experiments I describe in this thesis follow a common sequence; at thecore of it lies a brief time span used for coherent operations that are de-scribed in2.1.3. The surrounding experimental steps take up the bulk of thesequence time and provide cold atoms, state preparation and detection.Any experiment begins by loading a MOT cloud, then compacting it byraising the gradient and shifting molasses parameters to make the atomsdrop into the optical lattice. As the lattice is conservative, the molasses mustcool the atoms into the lattice. The magnetic field gradient is deactivatedand atoms are imaged in a strong lattice. This first image establishes thetotal number of atoms and, if desired, their position in the lattice. Additionalmolasses cooling is performed afterwards to decrease atom temperaturefurther; then, a quantization field is ramped up to separate the two qubitstates from the rest of the manifold and the lattice depth is decreased toreduce light shift-induced decoherence (see2.2.4. The atoms are pumpedto the |F = 4,mF = 4〉 state using the resonant optical pumping beams for20ms.Thewindow for coherent operations begins once the optical pumping beamis fully shuttered off; otherwise, the optical pumping light will re-initializethe state populations during the coherent sequence. The windows’ lengthis given by coherence times and the desired operations, but is rarely longerthan 2 ms. Afterwards, the push-out beam may be activated to remove allatoms in |F = 4,mF = 4〉 state from the lattice for state population detection.The lattice depth is increased to the original value and a second image istaken. For state population detection, the number of atoms before and afterthe sequence are compared. For position detection, no push-out is used, butthe relative distance between atoms in the two pictures is extracted to showmovement. Position detection is only reliable if the signal-to-noise ratio ofthe image is improved by raising exposure time above 600ms, and if theatoms do not cluster too much (two neighboring atoms are all right, moredecrease the reliability). Details on these experimental steps can be foundin [10].
2.1.3 Digital atom operations
The word digital usually refers to the quantization of a time series in valueor time. Because of the standardization of the input/output , digital circuitsare more robust and can be more easily combined and altered. They arealso naturally suited to implement logical operations and decisions. More
7
Figure 2.2: The available primitive operations. All coherence experiments in thisthesis are composed by chaining these basic instructions together.
complex digital processors operate by executing a programmed sequenceof primitive operations, drawn from the instruction set of the chip.Our experiments are digital because our sequences are composed of prim-itive operations, and also because the operations we perform are quantizedin time and value. When we perform an experiment, we are executing a"program" composed from only six different operations (see fig.2.2). Theseoperations can be aligned and calibrated separately and the final sequencecan be put together and adapted at will.Our sequences are digitized in time: each operation always takes the sameamount of time and operates with the same parameters. Furthermore, thelattice traps the atoms at spacings of λ/2 and our shift operations translateatoms to the next lattice site, digitizing space. The spin state of the atomsis used as an analog space in our experiment.The general advantages of digitization are a reduction in implementationcomplexity and an increase in robustness and flexibility. We profit the mostfrom having a set of primitive operations available that can be freely chainedtogether to perform different experiments on the atoms. Our alignment pro-cedure concentrates on improving the performance of the individual blocks;whether the intended sequence is an interferometer or a quantum walk isunimportant, the required adaptations for this are merely how many atomsto load and how to image them. Underneath is a listing of the operationsused in the coherent measurements of this thesis.
Split: A microwave pi/2 pulse creates a superposition of spin states from apure state:
|↑〉 → 1√
2
(|↑〉+ |↓〉).
This splits one quantum trajectory into two.
Join: A microwave pi/2 pulse of variable phase φMW maps the phase of asuperposition to the two pure state populations:
1√
2
(|↑〉+ eiφ |↓〉)→ a(φMW − φ) |↑〉+ b(φMW − φ) |↓〉).
This joins two quantum trajectories and prepares the phase between themfor readout using state detection.
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Spin flip: A microwave pi pulse inverts the qubit state:
|↑〉 → |↓〉 .
This is essential for state-dependent shifts over more than one lattice site.It is also used in spin echoes to reduce dephasing.
Shift: The atoms are coherently shifted in position by ±λ/4 depending ontheir spin state, e.g., turning a superposition of spin states into a superpo-sition of spin and position state (see2.2.1):
1√
2
(|↑, x〉+ |↓, x〉)→ 1√
2
(|↑, x+ 1〉+ |↓, x− 1〉).
Due to technical limitations, the sign of shifts must alternate.
Hold: This block is a time delay, allowing the state to evolve naturally. Nor-mally this means accumulating phase, e.g., from external forces. A delay isworth mentioning because experiments with atoms in free fall cannot imple-ment it. The main benefit lies in keeping the atom stationary at a locationof interest.
Acceleration: Acceleration causes a linear, state-independent potential gra-dient. The phase accumulated is thus proportional to the distance betweentwo states:
1√
2
(|x〉+ |x+ n〉)→ 1√
2
(|x〉+ einφ |x+ n〉).
Different means of creating acceleration are applied in this thesis, namelymoving the back-reflection mirror in the one-arm lattice setup and using anoptical conveyor belt technique(see2.2.3). These blocks can be stackedas desired, except that the sign of the shifts must alternate. The majority ofsequences for coherent measurement begin with a split to create multiplequantum paths and conclude within the coherence time.
2.1.4 Atom imaging
Detection is carried out by fluorescence imaging of the atoms using an EM-CCD camera (Andor iXon DV-887CS-FI) which uses a cooled CCD chip withan electron-multiplying amplification register. Low-light imaging is enhancedboth by cooling the chip to reduce thermal excitations and by using anavalanche effect in the EM register to increase the number of signal elec-trons before analog-to-digital conversion. The camera performance allowsfor counting atoms and detecting their position with single lattice site pre-cision, provided the atoms are not packed too densely. Fluorescence is in-duced using the MOT’s optical molasses while the atoms are trapped in thelattice. The emitted light is collected by an in-house developed objectivesystem [13] that images the optical lattice from the side onto the camerachip with a magnification of x55.
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Figure 2.3: a Appearance of a single atom in our lattice, achieved by averagingmany long-exposure pictures of single atoms. The shape is almost a2D gaussian function. b Analytical line spread function of our opticsfor vertical binning, determined from the same data set by fitting witha model [10]. The asymmetric shoulder indicates slight coma aberra-tion. c Example image from interferometry measurements: we imagemany atoms with a comparatively short and thus noisy exposure togain high data rate. Miscounts can occur, but the benefit of averagingover many atoms outweighs0 them. d Example image from quantumwalks: position detection is a must, so long exposures with isolatedatoms are preferred. The image height is wider to avoid clipping if thelattice position drifts a little.
Stray light is reduced in several ways: a narrow-band interference filter(initially 82% transmission, replaced with Semrock filter of 95% tranmissionduring electric walks measurements) suppresses light from the lattice laser,and apertures placed in the objective tunnel implement spatial filtering toblock stray light from the MOT beams.The recorded images are binned perpendicular to the lattice to produce1D data traces. Our software looks for continuous regions above a noisethreshold and marks them as regions of interest. The number of atomstherein is calculated by summing the counts above the baseline and divid-ing by a manually determined value for the counts per atom, usually about60,000/s (CCD chip @ -70◦) to 110,000/s (CCD chip @ -80◦). Brief exposures(200-400ms) experience counting errors due to the fluorescence noise aswell as the spatially-varying sensitivity of the camera chip. Longer expo-sure can reduce this, but not eliminate it, particularly for large clusters ofatom, partly due to photon shot noise and partly due to signal-proportionaltechnical noise [10]. For state detection without position information, fast
10
images with many atoms deliver a much higher data rate, leading to a higheroverall precision.Position detection is a separate algorithm from counting [10], performedon high-quality imageswith 600ms to 1s exposure. The algorithm has knowl-edge of the imaging system’s line-spread function (LSF), which is charac-terized to sub-pixel accuracy by overlapping many one-atom images (seefig. 2.3). Each atom appears as a Gaussian spot with 8 px horizontal standarddeviation and 20 px vertical standard deviation, with an asymmetric featureon the shoulder indicating a slight comatic aberration. The algorithm ap-plies a trigonometric moments method [14] to find the starting conditionsfor a least-squares fit, which is then executed by the standard Levenberg-Marquardt method [15]. The relative movement of atoms between two pic-tures can be calculated from the before/after positions; if two atoms couldhave crossed paths and thus their movements cannot be individually identi-fied, both are excluded.I have investigated the relation between photons and EMCCD signal inmore detail. A photon impacting a pixel has a 40% chance of creating aphotoelectron (quantum efficiency at 852 nm), which is then sent throughthe electron-multiplying register of 536 steps, each of which has a certainchance to create additional electrons. The manufacturer lists the total gainof the register as about 4000 at -80◦C [16], resulting in a chance per stepof 1.5% per input electron (note that EM gain is highly temperature depen-dent). At last, the EM-amplified signal is digitized in an ADC with a speci-fied ratio of 60 electrons per count. The numbers above combine to give arelation of 67 CCD counts per photoelectron. An independent analysis per-formed based on the shotnoise scaling with signal intensity results in about60 counts per photoelectron [17].The ADC also has 98 counts offset and about 10 counts standard devia-tion in noise, which is why the CCD signal should be amplified before digi-tization. Inverting the previous calculation and taking the objective’s solidangle (numerical aperture 0.29) into account, we find that each atom seemsto scatter about 5000 photons per second in total, a third of the scatteringrate in saturation. The result is credible seeing that we are not illuminatingat the maximum power to avoid heating; also, most atom experiments staya factor two or so below the theoretical photon number. Taking our opticalspreading into account , this leads to a maximum of 70 photons per secondon the brightest pixel.Our detection has also been further analyzed in the thesis of JonathanZopes [18].
2.2 Optical lattice
2.2.1 State-dependent shifting
The heartpiece of our experiment is the wavelength and polarization of theoptical lattice that allows selectively trapping states in light driving σ± tran-sitions. At the magical wavelength of 865.9nm, the |F = 4,mF = 4〉 state is
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Figure 2.4: a Plot showing the calculated dipole trap coupling between the twoqubit states and circular polarized light. Lines mark the two possiblemagic wavelengths that completely eliminate one of the couplings. Wehave selected 865.9nm to zero one of the couplings for |F = 4,mF = 4〉.b Schematic of the state-dependent shifting. The two chiral sublatticesare precisely overlapped and trap their respective spin state. Rampingthe phase between the chiralities shifts the lattices apart until theyagain overlap after each has travelled λ/4. The |F = 3,mF = 3〉 statefeels the other lattice slightly, making its trap depth change duringshifting.
trapped exclusively by light driving a σ− transition, whereas the |F = 3,mF = 3〉state is trapped seven times more by σ+ transitions than by σ− [10]. The non-trapping polarizations have in common that they create repulsive couplingto the D1 line and attractive coupling to the D2 line. The influence of thesetwo couplings cancels at a certain wavelength between the two lines, asshown in fig. 2.4a (full calculation see [19]).For the quantization axis parallel to the lattice axis, the required σ transi-tions are driven by left- and right-hand circularly polarized light. The overalllattice is a lin-ϑ-lin configuration composed of two beams of linear polar-ization at a variable angle . This is equivalent to 	 −ϕ− , which signifiestwo standing waves of circular polarization that are phase-shifted from eachother by a phase ϕ = 2ϑ. Each qubit state is trapped in one the two standingwaves and moves if ϕ is varied (see fig. 2.4b). Most importantly, a coherentsuperposition of both qubit states can be spatially separated and recom-bined. The |F = 3,mF = 3〉 state experiences a modulation of its well depthas a result of the 1/8 coupling to the other chirality:
U
|3,3〉
0 (ϕ) =
7
8
U0 +
1
8
U0 cosϕ. (2.2)
. For the same reason, the position of the potential minimum for the |F = 3,mF = 3〉state position is not evolving in a completely linear manner vs. ϕ (see [10]ch. 4 for details), but this is much less important.
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2.2.2 Electro-optic modulator
We vary the phase between the chiralities ϕ using an electro-optic modulator(EOM) in one of the lattice beams.Electro-optic modulators are crystal devices based on the Pockels effectthat are normally used to produce switchable birefringence, e.g., for q-switching or intensity modulation. The laser beam passes through a crystalsubjected to a homogeneous electric field. Our experiment contains EOMsholding two KD*P crystals (deuterated potassium dihydrogen phosphate)from Conoptics Inc. (models 350-80BK for one-arm lattice and 350-105BKfor two-arm), in which the field is applied in transversal direction by a high-voltage driver (Conoptics 302 RM) (see fig. 2.5a,b). The two rectangularcrystals are mounted at 90◦ rotation to cancel the natural birefringence ofKD*P and provide a birefringence that is linearly dependent on the appliedvoltage. It is vital for the cancellation that the crystals be of equal length, sothey are polished side-by-side. The crystals are placed between electrodes,glued into a groove in brass (see fig. 2.5c) and mounted inside an aluminumcylinder filled with a liquid that serves to reduce reflections from the crystalend faces and prevents water from reaching the hygroscopic crystals.The EOM is used as a voltage-variable birefringence, i.e. a phase shifterin linear basis. A subsequent λ/4 plate converts linear phase shift into acircular basis phase shift (see fig. 2.5d). State-dependent shifting by onelattice site occurs when the control voltage is ramped from 0 to the voltage
V2pi, which is defined as the voltage that causes the EOM to produce a phaseshift of 2pi between the chiralities. At this phase shift, the two chiral sublat-tices are again fully overlapped, albeit with each atom displaced by half asite. To transport atoms multiple sites, one cannot simply drive the EOM to
2 · V2pi, due to voltage limitations. Instead, a microwave pi pulse can switchthe qubit state while the EOM remains at V2pi, and the atom continues itsmovement in the original direction when the EOM is ramped back to zerovoltage.The driver applies about 770V to both electrodes of a crystal and the po-larization is modulated by increasing one voltage and decreasing the other,up to a maximum difference of 750V. The voltage can be modulated with abandwidth of 200kHz, presumably limited by the capacitative load of EOMand cables.Temperature can affect the value of V2pi, as the Pockels coefficient de-creases for higher temperatures by 1.4% per degree [20]. We have foundit necessary to actively stabilize the temperature, not only because of thePockels coefficient but also because of mechanical drifts that affect the po-larization even when no voltage is applied. The optical alignment procedurefor the EOM is discussed in 2.3.1.
2.2.3 Two-arm setup for quantum walks
The quantum walks measurements of chapter 4 depend on being able toaccelerate the atoms using an optical conveyor belt technique [21, 22]. Thismethod uses a lattice composed of two counter-propagating laser beams
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Figure 2.5: a Photograph of the EOM for atom interferometry. b Speculated innerconstruction. The liquid is filled in to reduce reflection from the crys-tals (albeit not fully index-matched) as well as to prevent water fromentering the hygroscopic KD*P. The balloon absorbs pressure changesfrom thermal expansion [20]. c Close-up angled photographs throughthe entrace hole, showing the sides of the crystal, the BNC connectorin the background and glue traces on the side. The crystal is marked inwhite to guide the eye. d Realizing the phase between the chiralitiesvia EOM, here shown for the two-arm setup (see2.2.3). A beam withlinear polarization is oriented such that it evenly fills both eigenpolar-izations of the EOM. Applying a voltage results in phase shift betweenthe eigenpolarizations, producing an overall elliptic polarization for
V 6= 0. Afterwards, a λ/4 plate transforms both components into circu-lar polarization. The circular components interfere with the counter-propagating arm, which is linearly polarized. For alignment, the EOMis set to V = 0. The linear polarization exiting the EOM then must bematched to the axis of the λ/4 plate and to the counter-propagatinglaser’s linear polarization. This is done using additional waveplates(not shown here, but visible in fig. 2.6).
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the two-arm setup. The back-reflection mirror left of the EOM is removed and the newly introducedsecond arm mode-matched to the first. Additional fibercoupling, power stabilization and polarization control havebecome necessary. The optical pumping beam no longer needs to be blocked and can be co-propagating with thelattice beam.
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of frequencies f1, f2 that can be detuned with respect to each other by ∆f ,leading to a lattice moving with a detuning-dependent velocity. How quicklythe atoms move as a result can be understood by considering that if theatommoves towards the beamwith the smaller frequency at the right speed,the Doppler shift modifies the frequency of both beams so that the atom nolonger perceives any detuning. In the moving reference frame, the latticedoes not appear detuned and is at rest, which occurs at v = ∆f · λ/2.To provide the two beams with different frequencies, the back-reflectionmirror is removed and the Ti:Sa laser output is split 50:50. The split-off lightis coupled into a new optical fiber and power-stabilized, with the setup forthese tasks copied from the original lattice. The beam exiting the new fiberis overlapped onto the atoms andmodematched to the first arm, reaching upto 85% cross-coupling of power from one arm through the fiber of the other.The EOM’s phase-shifting power is halfed by the conversion from double tosingle pass and a new model with longer crystals (Conoptics 350-105BK) isinstalled to reach the required 2pi. The switch from back-reflection to twoindependent beams can allow lattice phase noise to increase due to the twoindependent RF sources used; heterodyne measurements with a Michelsoninterferometer and a fast photodiode show that the noise is well within thetolerance [22].In the course of these modifications, the telescopes focussing the latticebeams right after the fiber couplers were improved by using lenses withlonger focal length and re-centering the beam on the lenses. The waist ra-dius on the atoms was thereby decreased to 18µm, from 30µm previously.To reduce polarization inhomogeneity, we minimize the beam radius in theEOM by moving the telescope next to the second arm fiber coupler to moveits focus into the EOM. This reduces the beam radius in the EOM to 280µm,but also shifts the focus in the vacuum away from the atoms, increasing thebeam radius at the atoms by a factor of 1.4. It also reduces fiber cross-coupling to about 60% because the first arm is not mode-matched fully any-more.
DDS setup
In addition to two independent laser beams, atom acceleration in a conveyorbelt requires detuning the two beams from each other. We achieve this byusing a flexible digital RF source to drive the two AOMs that control thefrequency and power of the two lattice beams (see fig.2.6). The source is aDDS (direct digital synthesis) device with two RF outputs, namely an AnalogDevices AD9954 evaluation board, containing two AD9954 chips.Direct digital synthesis generates a sine wave based on the principle f =∫
φdt = ∑i ∆φ: the device contains a 32-bit phase buffer that is incrementedevery clock cycle by a certain value ∆φ. The current value of the phasebuffer is then used to create an output voltage corresponding to a sine waveof that phase via a lookup table and a digital-to-analog convert unit (DAC).The output frequency depends on the phase increment ∆φ; if it is 232/100,the DDS will output a hundredth of its clock frequency.The device’s reliability and noise performance is very good as long as it is
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Figure 2.7: a Schematic of the RF setup for acceleration and the connected com-ponents in the optical setup. The DDS provides two phase- andfrequency-tunable 80 MHz signals, which are amplified and fed to theAOMs. To produce sufficient final power without harming any com-ponents, the DDS output signals are amplified, but with some atten-uation (-12 or -17 dB are both workable). Two PI servos control theamplitude of the signal with variable attenuators to stabilize the laserpower. The error signal for this control action is the difference be-tween the photodiode voltage and a setpoint voltage coming from thelab computer. b Picture sequence showing a test experiment, acceler-ating and decelerating the atoms in linear ramps, causing a sigmoidalposition evolution. The pictures are taken with 1 s exposure one rightafter the other. Observe the blurring in the middle due to movementduring the image. Image from M. Genske.
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operating from a clean clock. For this reason, we are employing an externalgenerator (HP8640B) to deliver highly stable 400 MHz clock input to bothchips on the board [22]. One advantage of a digital generator is that the fre-quency and the phase of the output can be quickly and accurately switched,but in exchange, there are resolution constraints for frequency ramping.A frequency ramp is performed by changing ∆φ every 10ns; changing ∆φby one raises the frequency by 400MHz/232 = 0.09Hz. This means that if aramp is to take 15µs, it must consist of 1500 time steps and thus change ∆φby multiples of 1500, limiting the frequency resolution of the entire ramp to135Hz. The DDS chip can also perform frequency ramps with coarser timesteps; in our experiment, we choose 100ns, which increases the frequencyresolution of the same 15µs ramp to 13.5Hz, sufficient for our needs.The DDS device is controlled by an MBED microcontroller that communi-cates with it via serial peripheral interface (SPI) to set parameters, namelythe base frequency of the two arms, the maximum detuning, the ramp dura-tion and the number of ramps. TheMBED receives a trigger from the controlcomputer which instructs it to in turn trigger the DDS to execute the pre-pared ramp and to enter the new ramp right afterwards. In this manner,the DDS can be reprogrammed in a few microseconds, which is requiredif one wants to accelerate repeatedly, since this means ramping to a newfrequency each time.The output signals of the DDS chips are independently amplified and sentto the respective AOM. A variable attenuator is placed in each signal path, al-lowing amplitude control to change the refraction efficiency of the AOM andthus the beam power on the atoms (see fig.2.7a). The voltage-variable at-tenuators shownwere replaced after the quantumwalksmeasurements withmixers (Minicircuits ZLW-6+), allowing a much higher bandwidth (220kHzinstead of 30kHz). Unlike the two-arm setup, the RF setup for the one-armsetup was much more compact, consisting only of a voltage-controlled os-cillator, followed by a variable attenuator and an amplifier.The acceleration was tested by accelerating and decelerating atoms whilecontinuously imaging them. The expected movement calculated from s(t) =
at2/2 results (see fig.2.7b). Another test was performed by inserting acceler-ation into an atom interferometer (see fig. 3.10b), showing excellent phasestability and no negative impact on coherence.
Back-reflection from fiber ends
The two-arm setup has brough not only new possibilities, abut also at leastone new problem: fiber back-reflection. The fiber ends from which the twolattice beams emanate towards the atoms are reflecting back a small frac-tion of the incoming light, about 1%. Together with the two beams interfer-ing, 1% of each beam is back-reflected and forms an interferometer with themain beams (see fig. 2.8). The resulting interference can cause a modulationof up to 15% of the total intensity incident on the atoms, depending on anoptical phase difference affected by the movement of a dozen optical com-ponents. Also, the intensity incident on the power stabilization photodiodesis modulated as well. The stabilization circuit will respond to this and alter
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Figure 2.8: Simplified schematic of the setup showing fiber back-reflections. Thetwo lattice beams are represented by dark and light green large ar-rows. The reflective surfaces are shown as mirrors, returning about1% in both directions (small arrows). The exclamation marks showwhere the most harmful interference arises: At the atoms and on thephotodiodes for power stabilization.
the beam power mistakenly, translating phase fluctuations in this undesiredinterferometer into power fluctuations.I have traced the back-reflection to the fiber ends using additional beamsplitters to check for reflected light in several positions in the setup. Inaddition, the optical path length difference in the interferometer can bemeasured by scanning the laser wavelength and recording the interferencefringes, using ∆l = c/(2∆f) with ∆f the frequency period of the fringe. Theresulting optical path differences for both back-reflections match with thefiber ends pointing towards the atoms. To confirm this, I turn the second-arm fiber around by switching the two ends; this changes one optical pathlength difference by slightly more than the length of the fiber, which provesthat the fiber is responsible and that the reflection is happening close to oneend.This clearly shows that one end on each lattice fiber is responsible, inboth cases the one pointing towards the atoms. We consider placing opticalisolators to reduce the effect, but space is precious and they make the beamsmore difficult to overlap. Instead, we used another pair of optical fibers,which has diminished the effect by roughly a factor of three, likely due tothe surface quality of the end faces. The FC/APC fibers used are specified toreflect back -60 dB of incoming light, but for freespace coupling this valuemay be quite a bit higher. If the problem persists, manually polishing thefibers to a 12◦ angle instead of the standard 8◦ may be a viable solution.
2.2.4 Coherence in the lattice
Ramsey measurements and dephasing
Coherence in single-particle systems is the ability to maintain and inter-rogate a superposition of states with a well-defined phase. It is normally
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investigated using Ramsey spectroscopy [23] with the common theoreticaldescription modelling a Caesium atom as a quantum two-level system de-scribed by the optical Bloch equations [24]. These methods are derivedfrom nuclear magnetic resonance research, which benefits from accessibletwo-level systems and has spawned advanced techniques for manipulatingthem[25]. More detailed descriptions of Ramsey spectroscopy on neutralatoms in lattices can be found in [10, 26]; a brief summary is given here:Coherent superpositions of spin states can be created and interrogatedby microwave pulses; these act as rotations of the state vector on the Blochsphere. Ramsey spectroscopy uses three variants of the general microwaveoperator, here expressed as matrices in the |↑〉 , |↓〉 basis:
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The operator Uˆpi flips the qubit state, and Uˆpi/2 implements a quarter rotationon the Bloch sphere and creates a superposition from a pure state. Theoperator Uˆφpi/2 is used as a final operation to interrogate the superposition bymapping it back onto the pure states, e.g.:
|↑〉 Uˆpi/2−→ 1√
2
(|↑〉+ i |↓〉)
Uˆpi
pi/2−→ |↑〉 . (2.4)
From creation to interrogation, the component states of the superpositionmay accumulate phase relative to each other depending on the Hamiltonian;common sources are microwave detuning, lattice light shifts, or magneticfields. In most experiments, the ratio of state populations can be measuredwhile the phase of a state is not directly accessible, so the final pulse must beused to map the phase to the state populations. A full interrogation of a stateis performed by scanning the phase φ of this mapping, which changes therotation axis of the operation on the Bloch sphere. The resulting relationof state population is sinusoidal and shifts according to the state phase:
p|↑〉−p|↓〉 = cos(φstate+φ). The desired phase φstate can then be extracted fromthis fringe (compare fig.3.3).Decoherence arises foremost by stochastical variations of the state phaseφduring measurements, leading to a blurring of the sinusoid and a reductionof its apparent amplitude (the contrast of the fringe). This mechanism ismore accurately called dephasing and not strictly speaking proper deco-herence; see4.2.3 for a real decoherence mechanism [27]. Ramsey spec-troscopy tracks the decay of contrast with increased time between creationand interrogation; the figure of merit is the so-called T2 time, after whichcontrast is halved.The phase fluctuations causing contrast decay are classified as inhomoge-neous (acting differently on separate atoms) and homogeneous (affecting allatoms equally). The standard method to combat inhomogeneous effects isthe so-called spin echo: A pi pulse is placed in the center of the time interval,inverting the spin states. A constant phase accumulation will now impactboth components equally and thus have no overall effect. Also, if we aresampling an ensemble of spins that are all experiencing statistically inde-pendent (i.e., inhomogeneous) dephasing, spin echo will achieve a marked
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improvement in the ensemble signal. Spin echo is a full research field ofits own [25], but can be briefly described as a high pass filter on phase fluc-tuations: signals with a period longer than the total interrogation time arestrongly suppressed.Because a single spin echo operation changes the contrast decay signifi-cantly, one often also lists the corresponding coherence time with echo T ∗2 .More advanced sequences can contain multiple pulses to raise the filter cut-off, increasing coherence time far beyond T ∗2 andmay even be used to extracta spectrum of the noise acting on the system[28].
Dephasing mechanisms in our lattice
I have performed Ramsey measurements both in the lattice and with oneor two of the laser beams briefly turned off. The results show clearly thatthe optical lattice is limiting the coherence time in our setup: the inhomoge-neous coherence time without any trap is about T2 ≈ 500µs, whereas in thelattice with EOM, it is 200µs. Without trap, atomic coherence is degradedby magnetic field fluctuations. Two effects combine to cause dephasing inthe lattice: First, the lattice is causing a shift in the qubit transition by shift-ing the two levels by different amounts (differential light shfit). Second,the atoms are experiencing different trap depths over time, both becauseof thermal motion in the lattice wells and because of laser power fluctua-tions [26]. Together, these two phenomena lead to stochastic fluctuations ofthe qubit phase, decreasing T2.The differential light shift is a combination of scalar and vector light shifteffects. On the one hand, the dipole force (scalar light shift) on the two qubitstates is not equal because the detuning between laser and transition differsby the qubit level splitting of 9.2GHz, leading to the intrinsic differentiallight shift δ0. On the other hand, an imprecise polarization state of the latticebeams in either ellipticity or angle will also cause a differential vector lightshift, which in our experiment is commonly up to 7 δ0.A mismatch in angle between the polarizations of the lattice beams notonly shifts the sublattices apart, but also leads to a differential light shift,due to the 7:1 admixture the 3,3 state experiences from the other chirality.This makes differential light shift depend on the lattice phase ϕ:
δ(ϕ) = δ0 + U0 · 7 + cosϕ
8
. (2.5)
Fortunately, the angles are easy to match using a high-quality polarizer.An ellipticity of polarization translates into a power imbalance betweenthe two chiralities and thereby causes a differential light shift that can beas large as the full trap depth (for fully circularly polarized lattice beams).Assuming that an extinction  = PH/PV comes purely from ellipticity, theresulting differential light shift is
δ() = δ0 +
7
8
(U+ − U−) = δ0 + 7
8
U0
2
√

1 + 
. (2.6)
For a good extinction like 1:8000 and our usual trap depth of 1.6MHz, thisresults in 30kHz differential light shift if both beams have equal ellipticity.
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We know that in our experiment, the incoming beam is purely linear andonly the returning beam (after passing the EOM) can be elliptical. In thatcase, constructive interference leads to an four-fold reduction in extinction,because the desired linear component is quadrupled by interference, whilethe unwanted linear component is not. This reduces the actual differentiallight shift above to 15kHz. We can test a laser beam for ellipticity by placinga λ/2 and λ/4 waveplate in front of the analyzer and co-optimizing them.This should be able to reduce any homogeneous polarization’s extinction towithin the specification of the analyzer, so if this improves the extinctionfurther than rotating the analyzer, ellipticity is present.The strong differential light shift from polarization defects is why the po-larization state must be extremely well aligned to achieve good coherencetimes. Our experimental figure of merit is the extinction given above, whichcan reach up to 1:100,000 (no EOM in beam), 1:3000 (Conoptics 350-80BK)or 1:8000(Conoptics 350-105BK). Our experience is that neither angle mis-match nor ellipticity are present: instead, the extinction hits a limit thatcannot be improved with the waveplates, meaning that our polarization isinhomogeneous over the beam. We do not have a model describing the im-pact of inhomoegenous polarization on coherence. Even the basic case ofa linear potential gradient causes a deformation of the trapping wells andit becomes questionable to model the atom using harmonic oscillator wave-functions.The second aspect required for dephasing is a fluctuation of the trap depthfelt by the atoms. One source is the finite temperature of our atoms, whichis about 10 µK, leading to thermal motion in the trap wells. As each atomhas an unknown individual energy and phase of the oscillation, the ensembleaverage shows stochastic variations. The axial movement is faster than ourexperimental processes and averaged out, while the slower radial oscillationis the strongest source of dephasing, limiting the inhomogeneous coherencetime to T2 ≈ 200µs. Fortunately, spin echo techniques can strongly reducethis source of dephasing.Morever, intensity fluctuations of the laser beam also modulate the trapdepth homogeneously for all atoms. To suppress the fluctuations, we have anactive power stabilization using a PI servo and an AOM as power modulator.
2.3 Special alignment procedures
2.3.1 Aligning the EOM
As discussed in the last section, a highly linear polarization of the latticebeam is essential to good coherence time because it minimizes differentiallight shift. Additionally, the axis of polarization of the two lattice beamsmust be aligned to guarantee full overlap of the two sublattices. The ma-jor challenge is to achieve this with the EOM placed in the beam. Beloware descriptions for the atom inteferometer (EOM in double pass) and thequantum walks (EOM in single pass).
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EOM in double pass
The lattice passes the atoms twice: Once incoming and once reflected, andboth extinctions must be about 1 : 3000 to achieve good qubit operations andtransport. As we cannot insert a polarizer at the atom position itself, wecan only measure the incoming arm once between vacuum cell and EOMand another time between EOM and mirror (see fig.2.9a). Measuring thepolarization of the beam after reflection is impossible, as any beamsplitterinserted would disturb the incoming beam severely. Instead, one has tosuppose that good extinction after the first pass also means good extinctionof the reflected beam at the atoms.For the incoming arm, the only birefringent element between polarizerand analyzer is the vacuum apparatus, with one window and the glass cellfront face. At the time of the interferometer measurements, it was uncer-tain which is more strongly birefringent; the tradition was to analyze behindthe vacuum chamber. New measurement techniques later revealed that thewindow is much more birefringent than the cell (see 2.3.4). To achieve a lin-ear polarization of the laser at the atoms, the waveplate duo in front of thevacuum chamber is tuned to maximize the extinction at the analyzer behindthe chamber (see fig. 2.9a); if no good value can be reached (worse than1:50,000), the analyzer is rotated a bit and the waveplates are realigned.We now know that this aligns the polarization to the axis of the window’sbirefringence, passing both cell and window with a well-defined linear po-larization.Themore difficult part of the alignment is to place the EOM in the reflectedarm. A 5-axis mount is available to control tilt and shift in both directionstransversal to the beam. Also, a waveplate duo is placed in front of theEOM to allow rotation of polarization (instead of a cumbersome rotationof the EOM) and compensation of ellipticity. The λ/4 plate also fulfills theimportant role of switching between linear and circular basis in polarization,to allow the EOM to act as a circular phase shifter. After placing the EOM,it is first shifted and tilted until the beam passes without clipping or internalreflection. The EOM is then rotated and tilted to minimize the extinction,which should decrease to about 1 : 30, 000. This value is reached when thebeam passes along the logitudinal axis of the crystals and is polarized alongone of the two transversal axes. To get the most precise alignment, the EOMvoltage can be modulated and the polarization analyzed with a polarizer at45◦. When the incoming polarization hits the axis precisely, the polarizationmodulation is minimal and should be hardly visible on the signal. In general,tilt and rotation can interact due to the birefringence of the crystals, so aniterative optimization of the two tilt degrees of freedom and the rotationangle is advised.If the desired extinction is reached, the EOM is well placed with polar-ization passing on-axis. In this configuration, both chiralities are shiftedequally and no state-dependent transport is possible. That requires the po-larization to hit at 45◦ between the two crystal axes. A precision of half adegree is fully sufficient. A good way to implement this is to rotate the an-alyzer behind the EOM by 45◦ using the mount’s scale, then aligning the
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Figure 2.9: a Polarization alignment for EOM in double pass. The birefringence ofthe vacuum windows is precompensated using the first duo of wave-plates. The second duomatches the lattice polarization to the EOM, re-sulting in optimum extinction after one EOM pass. EOM quality affectsextinction most severely when polarization enters at 45◦ to the crystalaxes, as is needed for shifting. Note that only high-quality Glan-Laserpolarizers and zero order waveplates custom-made for our wavelengthare in use. b Modified scheme for EOM in single pass: the first beamis rotated to the eigenaxes of the vacuum window. The other arm isaligned at 45◦ to the EOM axes, then the EOM is optimized for ex-tinction. Finally, the polarization of the two arms is matched. c Beamprofile recorded after EOM and a crossed polarizer: the two spots vis-ible stem from polarization inhomogeneity caused by the EOM. Imagefrom L. Förster. d Transmission through a crossed polarizer behind theEOM as a function of lattice detuning. The clearly visible fringe indi-cates a Fabry-Perot effect inside the EOM, which changes extinction bya factor of two depending on laser frequency. Zero frequency changecorresponds to a laser frequency of 346,220GHz or about 865.9nm.
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waveplate duo for best extinction. At this angle, the impact of crystal ho-mogeneity is increased and extinction suffers, reduced to about 1 : 4000 atgood alignment, 1 : 1000 in poor cases. Reaching good extinction requirestilting and shifting the EOM, as well as experimenting with small offset volt-ages (less than 40 V) applied via the driver. The EOM shows a tendency tosettle over hours and days, meaning that once removed from the beam, theextinction reachable tends to improve over several days after reinsertion.To reach optimum stability, the EOM is temperature stabilized to 30◦C us-ing a heating tape driven by a digital PID controller (Wachendorff T16) andmonitored over a PT100 sensor.There are two known peculiarities of the EOMutilized, and both have beenconfirmed in several EOMs made by Conoptics. The first is the profile of po-larization across the beam: When viewed through an analyzer on a beamprofile camera, there is a clear double spot structure. Rotating the analyzermakes one lobe shrink at the expense of the other, indicating that they con-tain linear polarization of different angle, or rather, an angle gradient existsin the beam. This spot persists if no voltage is applied to the EOM, so itdoes not derive from electric field distributions. Other candidates are strainfrom crystal mounting or k-vector spread in the laser beam (analogous tothe isogyre patterns [29]).The second feature is in the wavelength-dependence of extinction. Scan-ning the wavelength of the lattice laser over a period of a few GHz whilemonitoring extinction shows a sinusoidal oscillation. This indicates a Fabry-Perot effect inside the EOM, which modulates the polarization. From theperiod of the modulation, the effective length of the cavity can be calculatedand translated by knowing the refractive index of KD*P perpendicular to theoptical axis, since∆ν = c/(2nl). This results in a length of 5cm approximately,since we do not know the refractive index of the fluid or the empty spacebetween the crystals precisely. Moreover, the dimensions of the Conoptics350-80BK contain several spacings of about 5cm between similar surfaces,leading to possibly coupled resonators. Inquiries with Conoptics have re-vealed that the fluid is only approximately index-matched and that a customfluid could greatly reduce the index step from fluid to crystal.
EOM in single pass
The switch to two independent beams for the conveyor belt technique re-quires using a longer EOM in single pass and changes the alignment proce-dure.The rotation power is increased by longer crystals but even so only sufficesif the EOM is cooled to 17◦C. A peltier element with an Innovatek CPU coolerreplaces the heating tape; the controller can be reconfigured in software.As the cooling element is placed at one end, ambient temperature inflowmay cause temperature gradients in the crystals and affect the birefringencecancellation. A 3mm foam shell is wrapped around the EOM as insulationto prevent this.To gain control over input and output polarization of the EOM, a waveplateduo is placed in front and behind (see fig.2.9b). The input polarization is
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first aligned to one of the axes using the method described above; the λ/4plate is needed because a real λ/2 plate alone will not produce an idealrotation of the polarization. An analyzer behind the EOM should then showa very good extinction of 1:30,000 or better. Rotating the analyzer by 45◦defines the polarization orientation necessary for shifting; extinction can beminimized using the waveplates in front of the EOM (reaching the requiredinput polarization between the eigenaxes).Extinction will now be normally quite bad; the way to improve it is firstEOM tilt (may only go down to 1:500 extinction), then tilt and offset iter-ated, as in the double pass case. Offset voltage can be replaced to somedegree by the waveplates in front of the EOM (in particular the λ/4). In fact,best extinction has sometimes been achieved with a rather elliptical inputpolarization (extinction about 1:6).After the EOM itself is aligned, the output polarization must be matchedto the first arm of the dipole trap: the analyzer is flipped in and turned to ex-tinction with the first arm. The waveplate duo behind the EOM is then usedto bring the second arm into extinction as well, at which time the extinctionreachable should be as good as when analyzing directly behind the EOM.
2.3.2 Axial ground state cooling
Microwave sideband cooling is a technique developed on this experiment [30]that allows bringing the atoms into the ground state of axial motion. Afterloading from the MOT, our atoms are initially thermal at 10µK and occupyseveral motional states in the axial (nax = 1.2) and radial (nrad ≈ 200) direc-tions of the trap. The key is to perform a qubit transition with a changeof motional state associated. This is normally impossible for a microwavephoton, which carries little momentum, but in our state-dependent lattice,displacement can substitute for momentum and the atom is switched be-tween two spin-states trapped in spatially displaced wells. In other words,two normally-orthogonal motional states are given a non-zero coupling bydisplacing them with regard to each other using a small phase shift betweenthe two chiralities, usually about ϕ = 14◦. Then, an optical repumper can beactivated that will incoherently undo the change of hyperfine state with alow probability of modifying motional state . The energy is dispersed by thespontaneous emission in the repumping event.Using the techniques established in [30], cooling to nax = 0.03 is possi-ble. This is detectable by the disappearance of the cooling sideband frommicrowave spectra: Without motional quanta available, no transition is pos-sible on that frequency (see fig.2.10c).To prepare the coherent delocalization of atoms, axial cooling is a stan-dard procedure. It enhances the fidelity of microwave operations due tothe decreased axial motion, which reduces the high-frequency fluctuationof differential light shift. It also allows a more precise suppression of mo-tional excitation during shifting, as the excitation properties of the highermotional states can be ignored.
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Figure 2.10: a Simplified scheme for themicrowave sideband cooling cycle, shownusing the trapped state |F = 4,mF = 4〉 and |F = 3,mF = 3〉 and themanifold of excited states |F ′ = 4〉. The atom is switched from
|F = 4,mF = 4〉 to |F = 3,mF = 3〉 by a microwave sideband pulse,which removes one vibration quantum from the atom. The atom isthen quickly optically repumped to the excited states. Because theseare unstable, it quickly decays back into |F = 4,mF = 4〉 (closing thecooling cycle) or |F = 3,mF = 3〉 (waiting for another repump). Thevibrational state is in most cases not changed by the repump events,so every cooling cycle removes one vibrational quantum. b Experi-mental data showing a microwave spectrum with carrier and the firstblue and red sideband. The blue sideband is the cooling sideband: af-ter cooling, it disappears because the vast majority of atoms are inthe ground state.
2.3.3 Tuning transport parameters
Transporting atoms coherently over multiple lattice sites requires precisetuning of two further parameters, namely the voltage V2pi required by theEOM to reach a lattice shift of 2pi and the ramp time τ preventing motionalexcitation.First, we determine the voltage V2pi; reaching ϕ = 2pi corresponds to reach-ing a full overlap of the two sublattices. The shape and position of the mi-crowave spectrum are highly sensitive to slight displacement of the two chi-ralities and comparing a qubit operation at high voltage to the 0 V spec-trum allows the best determination of V2pi. To achieve greater precision, ashort transport sequence of four steps is usually performed, involving three
pi pulses. Shifting always broadens the resulting spectrum, but the reso-nance frequency should not move. This alignment is critical to about 1%because shifts over multiple sites require a spin change every step, andan error in overlap reduces the spin transition effectiveness by the Franck-Condon factor (see eq. 2.1.11 in [11]). The best measurements have shown98.97(7)% success rate per spin transition while shifting, measured by shift-ing many steps and counting the fraction of atoms arriving on target (com-pare fig. 2.11).Once V2pi is known, the last parameter to adjust is the ramp duration τ .For interferometry, this is the most significant parameter, as the ramp speed
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Figure 2.11: Transport effectiveness is detected by transporting single atoms by anumber of steps andmeasuring the fraction of atoms in the target sitewith single-site detection. a Example histogram for 100 steps trans-port (i.e., 50 sites movement). The placement of incorrectly shiftedatoms follows a random distribution. b The fraction of correctly-transported atoms decreases exponentially. The fit gives a fidelityper step of 99%. Error bars are smaller than plot markers.
controls motional excitation and heavily affects contrast. This also offers thebest way to optimize the ramp duration, by performing a interferometer andchanging τ until contrast is maximized. The "double diamond" geometry(for operations see fig.3.5) is the most suitable here, as it automaticallycompensates spatial as well as state-dependent detunings in first order, asis visible from the stable phase. According to the theory [10], an optimumis expected around τ = 18µs; experimentally found values range from 16 to20 µs. The precision with which the optimum can be determined is usuallyabout 0.2µs and the probability of motional excitation becomes less than 1%(cmp. section 3.3).A way to double-check the hypothesis "maximum contrast equals minimumexcitation" is to observe the microwave cooling sideband. After sidebandcooling, it is depressed below the detection threshold; excitation of atoms tohigher motional states will make it reappear. Sideband spectra after trans-porting cooled atoms are presented in fig.2.12; the depression around theoptimum τ is clearly visible. The disadvantage of this technique lies in thereduced data quality, as the sideband disappears below the detection noisefor a normal number of repetitions.Ramp duration should be reoptimized at the beginning of every exper-iment day, as the optimum changes somewhat depending on dipole trappower and polarization.
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Figure 2.12: Contrast of an interferometer for different transport ramp durations.Small variations in duration change the probability of motional ex-citation significantly. a The two traces show the difference betweenaxially cooled and uncooled atoms, although it is possible to reachhigher contrast with uncooled atoms as well. b Sideband spectrashowing carrier with first red and blue sideband. The blue coolingsideband is suppressed unless transport reexcites atoms. Note thatthe two figures are from different days. Image from Dr. Jai-Min Choi.
2.3.4 Measuring vacuum window birefringence
Apart from the EOM, the major unknown affecting the polarization of lightat the position of the atoms are the windows of the vacuum chamber. Theissue is that the atoms experience the polarization after one of the two possi-bly birefringent elements is passed, but we can only measure the state afterboth have been passed using optical methods. Indeed, standard polarimetrytechniques establish the Müller matrix of an optical element by placing po-larizers on both sides of it; thus, one could measure the joint Müller matrixof both windows, but this cannot be resolved to the two individual matrices.The key to solve this problem is to use the atoms themselves as polarimetersby measuring the differential light shift caused by the ellipticity of light (see2.2.4). This is done by turning off one of the lattice beams for 100 µs, therebyturning the lattice into a running wave trap and eliminating issues arisingfrom lattice structure or the two sublattices. Taking a microwave spectrumof the atomic transition gives the resonance frequency with a precision of 1kHz. The linear input polarization through the window of interest can nowbe rotated from spectrum to spectrum, while following with the other beamto maintain the initial lattice for trapping atoms. If the window is birefrin-gent, the change in polarization angle will cause an ellipticity to arise atthe atoms, and the resulting differential lights shift changes the resonancefrequency. See the data in fig. 2.13: the data shows a sinusoidal behaviour.I introduce a basic model: the birefringence is induced by stress via thephoto-elastic effect [31] and is proportional to the local stress:
∆n = C · (σ11 − σ22), (2.7)
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Figure 2.13: Determination of the individual birefringence of the vacuum windowand the glass cell by using the microwave transition frequency tomeasure ellipticity. The atoms are trapped in the normal lattice, butfor the spectrum, one arm is briefly turned off to eliminate latticeeffects. The polarization of the other arms is rotated step-by-step,leading to different ellipticities at the atoms. Each data point is ex-tracted from one microwave spectrum; the two data sets are fittedwith a sinusoid to find zero-crossings and amplitude.
where C is the photoelastic constant of the material and σ11, σ22 are the twoprincipal stresses. It is a well-known result from mechanics that a plainbody under stress in the plane always has a coordinate system that diago-nalizes the stress tensor, leading to two orthogonal eigenaxes along whichthe stress acts; these principal stresses are our σ. According to this model,our glass window behaves like a waveplate of unkown retardation R. Theeffect is a rotation of the Poincaré sphere by R·2pi/λ around the axis connect-ing the two linear polarizations incident on the principal axes. Let us callthe angle between the (yet unkown) axes of the waveplate and the incidentpolarization axis α. The intensity difference of the two circular componentscan then be calculated:
I	− I = I0 · sin 2α · sin
(
2piR
λ
)
⇒ U	−U = U0 · sin 2α · sin
(
2piR
λ
)
. (2.8)
This causes the differential light shift ~δ = ~δ0 + 7/8 · (U	 −U), in which δ0 isthe scalar differential light shift as earlier.Now we can interpret the sinusoid curve: the zero-crossings occur whenthe incident polarization hits the principal axes of the stress distribution.The amplitude of the sinusoid can be translated into the optical retardationof the element if the total trap depth U0 is known, setting α = pi/2 at themaxima. Note that for the same power in each beam, the trap depth isreduced 4x from the lattice because the lattice has been turned off (half the
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power is missing and so is the constructive interference). In the case of onlyone beam active with 6 mW, this means a trap depth of 330 kHz for armone (going through the cell) and 170 kHz for arm two (going through thewindow, larger focus at the atoms after minimizing the beam radius in theEOM).This gives a retardation of roughly λ/47 for the window and λ/363 for thecell; I say roughly because it is based on a calculated U0, not a measured one.Most importantly, the eigenaxes of the window are clearly shown, meaningthat a linear polarization can be shone onto the atoms without disturbanceat this orientation. To achieve a more precise measurement, the quickestway is to raise the trap strength; we could probably realize about a factor50 more laser power, yielding the same factor in sensitivity.
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3 Single Atom Interferometer
3.1 Theory
Interferometry means splitting one quantum state into several and lettingthem evolve in time and/or space, finally recombining them to read out thedifference between the phase they have accumulated. The best known caseis optical interferometry, in particular the archetypical Mach-Zehnder inter-ferometer, which consists of two beamsplitters, the first splitting and theother rejoining the two paths of light, creating beam paths in the shape ofa diamond. The common way to refer to the two beam trajectories is to callthem the "arms" of the interferometer.In quantum optics, an ideal non-polarizating beam splitter is a unitaryoperator Bˆ of the form seen in eq. 3.1 for the basis |V 〉, |H〉 [32]. The systembecomes interesting if one allows some evolution of the state between thetwo beam splitters, e.g., passing an optical element, which may change thephase of one arm relative to the other. Then, the transmission in one port ofthe interferometer is a sinusoid function of the phase accumulated:
Bˆ =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
,
〈
V
∣∣∣∣Bˆ · (eiφ 00 e−iφ
)
· Bˆ
∣∣∣∣V〉 = 12 |cosφ|2 ; (3.1)
nanoscale changes of the optical path length can be mapped to strongfluctuations of the received light power. Optical interferometers are accord-ingly used for high bandwidth and high sensitivity phase measurements,e.g., for measuring displacement, refractive index, optical phase noise orlaser linewidth.The beamsplitter for photons is quite similar to the pi/2 microwave pulsefor a two-level qubit system like our atoms. While microwave operationscannot produce the exact matrix Bˆ because of the degrees of freedom avail-able in Cˆ(θ, φ) (see eq. 2.1), pi/2 pulses can nevertheless be used to performinterferometry with atoms. A big difference between photons and atoms isthat the latter may accumulate phase from a much wider range of effects,connected to the various terms an atomic Hamiltonian may have, such asmagnetic fields, inertial force, optical potentials, atom-atom interaction etc.This is what makes atom interferometers so useful and flexible and in fact,atom interferometry is a major field with significant discoveries.The two main techniques are atomic beam interferometers and cold foun-tain interferometers. Atomic beams are the older technique, using colli-mated beams emanating from an oven to produce fringes very much likebeams of light, and although the means of beam steering are different, theyrecognizably correspond to mirrors, gratings and the like [33, 34]. Remark-ably, these techniques have even been transferred to molecules and used to
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show coherence of extremely large bodies, even up to the C60 molecule [35],or make precision measurements of fundamental properties like the elec-tron’s dipole moment [36].Fountain interferometers aremore recent developments utilizingmagneto-optical traps to gather large, compact atom clouds and achieving extremelyprecise phase measurements. Interference occurs by launching two partsof the cloud upwards at different speeds (basically, splitting the paths in mo-mentum space), thus letting one travel higher than the other one [37, 38]. Byapplying a second laser pulse inverting the velocity difference at the apex,the two clouds arrive simulataneously at the launching point for state de-tection. Fountain interferometers are characterized by long periods of com-plete free fall and a high rate of atoms interrogated. As a result, only feweffects(mostly magnetic fields and laser noise) can disturb the phase accu-mulation, and the phase accumulated can be extremely large, leading tosome of the most precise interferometry measurements achieved [39, 40].Our interferometer is in a third class, trapped interferometers. Instead ofletting atoms propagate freely, they are tightly held, allowing much greatercontrol and flexibility in the experiment [41, 42], but also introduces newphase fluctuations from the trapping (see2.2.4), making precision measure-ments more challenging.To predict the phase difference accumulated in an atomic interferometer,the time evolution of the atomic states under a Hamiltonian can be calcu-lated from the Schrödinger equation:
i
~
∂t |Ψ〉 = Hˆ|Ψ〉 =⇒ |Ψ(t)〉 = e i~ Hˆt |Ψ(0)〉 . (3.2)
The expression becomes most convenient when Hˆ is diagonal in position andspin, accumulating phase based on the eigenvalues of the states.In our measurements, the two paths have a similar evolution of their mo-mentum, meaning the kinetic term accumulates the same phase for all pathsand can be dropped. The potential term remains and can cause an energydifference based on position or spin.To calculate the resulting phase difference, one must consider not twostates, but the two different arms of the interferometer and the changes instates of each arm during the interferometer. The phase difference accumu-lated between the two arms results from the energy E(t) via the integral:
φ = φ1 − φ2 = 1~
∫ t
0
E1(t)− E2(t)dt, (3.3)
where "1" and "2" signify the arms of the inteferometer, or quantum paths.The spin state correlated to one path changes in time (see fig. 3.1a), as maythe energy, but this is only bookkeeping. Integrating over the instantaneousvalues of the energy will provide the correct phase accumulated from thepotential term of the Hamiltonian. The exception are microwave pulses,which may add an energy-independent phase if applied with detuning. Saidphase has to be calculated separately by solving the optical Bloch equations.Although the paths accumulate phase separately, the interferometer re-sponds to the difference in phase. Because of this, interferometers are of-ten aimed at measuring gradients [3]. If some field or potential U has a
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Figure 3.1: a Schematic of a four-step diamond geometry. A pi/2 pulse brings theatom into a superposition and the two spin states are separated bytwo shifts for a distance of 2λ. After remaining at this distance forsome time, they are recombined and a final pi/2 pulse maps the phasedifference into state populations. b The sequence represented in prim-itive operations. Note the implementation of multi-step shifting. c Thelargest coherent interferometers can reach almost 10 µm separationusing 44 shifts. The images were made by recording two times afterhalf the sequence, finding the atom right or left.
linear gradient ∂xU = f(t) it can proportionally alter the energies of the twospinstates: E|↑〉(x, t) = α · x · f(t) and E|↓〉(x, t) = β · x · f(t). One can split theenergy shift into a spin-symmetric part (α + β)/2 and a spin-antisymmetricpart (α − β)/2. Besides the gradient, the integral in eq. 3.3 depends on thetrajectory x(t) of the atomic paths.I will discuss first the basic "diamond" geometry visible in fig. 3.1, whichsplits and rejoins the atoms in themost direct manner, resembling a diamondshape. All other sequences I have performed are variants of this elementaryone. The operations required are shown in fig.3.1: A pi/2 pulse creates thecoherent superposition, a series of shift operations and pi pulses moves thetwo states apart, a similar sequence moves them back together and a final
pi/2 pulse projects phase onto population.The resulting trajectory can be computed: Shifts cause a linear movementover half a lattice site in a time τs, all other operations cause no movementbut keep the path stationary for their duration. Microwave pi pulses in par-ticular need a time τpi. The symmetry of shifts means that the interferometerends on the initial site. For state-symmetric gradients, the energy differenceintegral can be greatly simplified, because the current spin state of a pathis insignificant:
φ =
∫ t
0
[E1(t)− E2(t)] dt = α+ β
2
∫ t
0
∆x(t)dt =: α+ β
2
A, (3.4)
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where ∆x = x1(t) − x2(t) is the distance between the two arms and A is de-fined as the spacetime area of the interferometer. That the sensitivity ofan interferometer depends on the enclosed area is a concept applicable toseveral types of interferometry, e.g., SQUIDs [43]. A can be calculated geo-metrically, and for a diamond with n shifts and no hold time it is:
A(n) =
λ
2
[(n
2
)2 · (τs + τpi)− n
2
· τpi
]
. (3.5)
The sensitivity of an interferometer scales quadratically with the maximumseparation, making large separations the main strategy for high-precisionmeasurements.The situation is more complicated for state-asymmetric measurements.Here, the integrand ∆x(t) gets an alternating sign, as the pi pulses exchangespin states between the two paths, reversing the phase accumulation. Also,a calculation based on eq.3.3 only works for gradients that are too weakto significantly detune the atomic resonance - otherwise, phase effects andincomplete population transfer arise at each pi pulse. This is the main reasonno state-asymmetric gradient was measured in my thesis.For gradients that are sufficiently weak, the spacetime area can neverthe-less be calculated and is
A(n) = −λ · n · τS . (3.6)
This much shorter formula has only a linear dependence on the numberof shifts, and is independent of the pi pulse duration. The reduction fromquadratic to linear dependence occurs because the pieces of spacetime areaadded from one shift operation to the next have opposite sign and almostthe same area (see fig. 3.2). The only difference is the one additional shiftperformed in the latter operation (during opening). The time of the pi pulsesdoes not contribute to this formula because during the pulse, each pathspends half the time in either spin state.If the gradient is strong enough to detune the microwave transition signifi-cantly, fully modelling the effect of detuned pulses requires solving the Blochequations [44] for each pulse and departing from the energy difference inte-gral. Moreover, detuned pulses lead to path errors that cause interference atlattice sites next to the target; very complicated effects related to quantumwalks with unbalanced coins arise (see 4.3.2). In the end, a full simulationof the quantum walk using density matrix formalism and numerical solutionof the Bloch equations would be required.I have extended the single diamond geometry in two ways: By mirroringit and by inserting hold times. Appending a mirrored diamond creates thedouble diamond geometry (for operations see fig. 3.5), which accumulatesno phase from either spin-symmetric or antisymetric gradients because thesecond diamond precisely cancels the first one. This effect strongly resem-bles normal spin echo techniques, which use pi pulses to cancel the sensi-tivity of a quantum state to low-frequency disturbances. We have thereforedubbed it "spatial spin echo", as it rephases low-frequency spatial distur-bances; constant gradients should be fully erased. Apart from rephasing,another application is to measure a change in gradient, while suppressingall constant background effects.
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Figure 3.2: Behaviour of the spacetime area for interferometers with diamond ge-ometry. The shape stems from the alternating linear shifts and stateswitches while stationary. The return points are determined by notswitching the state, so the next shift operation starts moving the armsback together. a State-symmetric gradients cause phase accumulationproportional to the total spacetime area enclosed by the two paths, ir-respective any state switches. b State-antisymmetric effects changewith state switches, requiring an alternating sign to be used for differ-ent segments of the spacetime area. c A graphical represention of howthe alternating sign leads to a strong reduction in effective spacetimearea: The pulses are each cancelling completely, and the alternatingsign causes major cancellation between different areas. Only a smallarea linear in the number of shifts (blue) remains.
The other extension is to insert a hold time τh at the maximum splitting,adding a spacetime area of ∆xmaxτh. For measuring potential gradients, thisis inferior to the quadratic behaviour of the normal diamond, but it couldkeep the atoms near an object of interest, and can also accumulate phasewithout any possible interference from the shifting process. The hold timecan also be filled with pi pulses to realize a spin echo sequence inside thehold time in order to reduce inhomogeneous dephasing.
3.2 Measuring potential gradients
3.2.1 Phase detection and noise
Phase detection
An interferometer measurement in our experiment does not directly returna phase; instead, we map the quantum state resulting from the interfero-meter to spin state populations, in order to extract the phase of the interfero-meter. We detect state population by counting atoms: The initially loadedand counted N atoms are all optically pumped into |↑〉, the interferometer isperformed and a push-out laser removes all |↑〉 from the lattice, leaving only
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Figure 3.3: A Ramsey fringe for C = 0.78, φ = 0.06. Each point was repeated 20times; the error bars are the standard deviation of these repetitionsto measure shot-to-shot fluctuations in the experiment. The resultingatom number N per point was between 600 and 1100; projection noiseis therefore expected to be less than 0.2%.
theM |↓〉 atoms in a second photo. A small fraction of atoms is lost indepentof spin state due to temperature effects, leaving about γ ≈ 95% of atoms. Thefraction % of surviving atoms is then
%(φMW) = MN = γ
1 + C · cos(φ+ φMW)
2
, (3.7)
with C the fringe contrast and φMW the phase of the join operation, whichis scanned to produce the fringe. The interferometer measurements aregenerally performed with 30-50 atoms in the picture per shot, ten phasepoints and twenty repetitions per point, yielding 600-1100 atoms per point(see fig. 3.3). After the individual %(φMW) values have been measured, thephase, contrast and survival rate are extracted from them by a nonlinear fit.A large challenge during the measurements was maintaining phase stabil-ity. Series of interferometry results are only useful if no spontaneous shiftin the interferometer phase can occur, but exactly this seemed to happen inearly measurements. To investigate this further, two long duration measure-ments were recorded in which a diamond interferometer was performed forseveral hours in a row without realignment of the setup. The results aredisplayed in fig. 3.4a and show an acceptable stability (considering the ex-periment was running without realignment for eight hours), except in theshaded areas. Here, phase is drifting strongly, covering several full revolu-tions even, and the reason is the lattice laser dropping out of its wavelengthlock. The connection between wavelength and phase is likely the EOM’setalon effect (see fig. 2.9d), since it can change the state of polarization hit-ting the atoms significantly and thus change the differential light shift.Our Ti:Sa laser is initially locked by a stock multi-stage system that keepsthe laser wavelength stable to a few pm, which can still be monitored usinga wavemeter. This is not sufficient, because the etalon effect discovered
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Figure 3.4: a The interferometer phase for two long-run interferometer measure-ments. Both datasets were taken in a normal four-shifts diamond se-quence. The resulting datastream was sliced by hundred runs of theexperiment or about six minutes. Under normal operation, drifts onthe order of 100 mrad occur. The shaded areas with large phase fluc-tuations were tracked to the lattice laser falling out of wavelength lock.The main connection between laser wavelength and phase may be theEOM’s etalon effect (see fig.2.9d). The lower trace was produced afterleaving the lattice laser to thermalize for several hours. b The Allandeviation of the surviving atom fraction %, measured on the flank ofthe interferometer fringe. The points stay mostly above the theoreti-cal limit (solid line), which is 1/√2N , indicating additional noise. Longterm drifts are not very strong on this timescale, but seem to begin ata few hundred atoms sampled. The bump at 200 atoms correspondsto a timescale of about 3 minutes, pointing to possible issues with theair conditioning.
on the EOM (see fig. 2.9d) has a periodicity of about 4pm, so I placed anadditional lock stage to prevent modulation of the extinction. This stageuses a Fabry-Perot cavity with the lattice laser in one polarization and theMOT repumper laser in the other to indirectly lock the Ti:Sa to the atomicresonance, albeit with 17 nm offset. The quality of the lock can be estimatedusing the cavity signal to stabilize the laser to better than 0,05pm.Lock breaks can occur for two known reasons:
1. The laser warms up during operation and drifts too far for the range ofits wavelength actuators.
2. A mechanical shock knocks the MOT repumper laser out of lock.
The top plot in fig. 3.4a shows a lock break from the first mechanism and thestrong drifts of the phase after losing lock. The bottom plot is an examplefor a lock break after mechanical shock, showing a step in the phase. In bothcases, the laser was relocked to the original wavelength. Relocking the laserto the same wavelength as before (read off a Coherent WaveMaster with 1pm resolution) doesn’t lead to the same interferometer phase as before. Icould not identify the reason for this, but the wavelength-dependent polar-ization effect of the EOM is the only known effect that is sensitive to wave-length changes on the picometer scale. I was able to prevent lock breaksduring measurements by warming up the Ti:Sa sufficiently and preventingmechanical shocks to the laser table.
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Phase noise
Our measurement of the atom fraction % is affected by two noise sources:projection noise and technical noise. When counting a finite number ofatoms to determine the %, we are subject to binomial statistics with p = %,
q = (1− %), which limits the precision reachable depending on N :
σ% =
√
Np q
N
=
√
M(N −M)
N3
=⇒ 1
2
√
N
≤ σ% ≤ 1
N
. (3.8)
This fundamental noise is joined by the technical detection noise in our sys-tem: the fluorescence counted on the EMCCD chip fluctuates. We can deter-mine this by taking many images of a small numbers of atoms and observ-ing the histogram of the resulting counts, which shows separated gaussianpeaks for one, two or more atoms. As the number of atoms increases, thepeaks grow broader and lose distinction at around 20 atoms. The fluctua-tions causing this broadening have two components: one is dependent onthe square root of the number of counts and constitutes photon shot noise,which is again a projection noise. The other term is linear in the fluorescenceand is technical, relating to chip readout [10]. For atom numbers that aremuch higher than ten, it becomes difficult to analyze the noise behaviour,precisely because the peaks lose separation. I will therefore not analyze mynoise bottom-up like this, but top-down from the resulting phase data.The long-term measurements shown above can also be used to quantita-tively analyze our phase noise and stability, using the so-called Allan devia-tion [45]. This is an established tool for analyzing the stability of a frequencystandard, by measuring how much adding more samples to a measurementreduces its noise. First, to measure phase in the most precise and efficientway, one would not sample full interference fringes, but instead only at onepoint: on the steepest slope of the flank with the strongest sensitivity ∂φn.At this point, % = 0.5γ ≈ 0.5, providing the optimum binomial noise.In a noise-free experiment, % is subject to binomial statistics and by record-ing more and more samples, the deviation between different runs of theexperiment should decrease with σ% = 1/(2√N), where N is the number ofatoms sampled - this is the law of large numbers. Noise and drifts cause theexperiment deviation to exceed this theoretical limit. To analyze how strongthe excess it at which timescale, one uses the Allan deviation: a long seriesof samples is recorded and subdivided into blocks of N samples each. Themean value of each block is recorded and called %i; then, the Allan deviationis computed:
σA(N) =
√
1
2
〈%i+1 − %i〉2 (3.9)
. This shows whether consecutive measurement series follow the law oflarge numbers. I have selected a point on the steepest slope from the secondlong-term measurement and analyzed the Allan deviation of % for this point.Selecting one point out of fringe measurement is not a problem, since theAllan deviation depends on the number of samples taken instead of the mea-surement duration. Only if we want to make conclusions about timescalesin the noise do we need to consider this detail.
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Figure 3.5: The phase recorded by diamond interferometers of increasing size in-creases quadratically, up to 35 rad for 48 shifts, equal to 10 µm sep-aration. The behaviour can be precisely fitted based on the changein spacetime area, suggesting a state-independent potential gradient.A double diamond geometry records almost no phase accumulation,suggesting almost complete cancellation of the effect by the "spatialspin echo" of the double diamond.
The resulting Allan deviation is shown in fig.3.4b: as we can see, it isrunning slightly above the theoretical limit, indicating that our system ex-periences either phase noise or noise in atom detection. Coming from onlyone time series, the deviation data is itself noisy, which explains why pointscan fall under the theoretical limit. One can see that for larger numbers ofatoms sampled, the points begin to fall further away from the limiting curve,indicating that drifts are affecting the long measurements. The bump at 200atoms sampled may be due to fluctuations on a specific time scale, in thiscase about 3 minutes. At that timescale, the air conditioning is a possibleculprit. Nonetheless, this performance is fully satifactory for our measure-ments.Translating the deviation of % into phase happens by dividing the error in
% by the sensitivity ∂φ% of the interferometer [5]. For maximum sensitivity,
φMW should be set so that % is measured on the flank of the interferencefringe. The slope at the steepest flank is ∂φ% = γ × C/2: a poor contrast ofthe interferometer reduces the phase sensitivity.
3.2.2 Light shift gradient
To characterize the behaviour of the interferometer in our system, we ob-serve the phase while changing the size of the interferometer. Size can bemeasured in the number of shift operations applied; my convention is tocount the total number in the sequence, without counting the left and rightarm separately.The evolution of phase vs. the number of shifts in a diamond geometry isshown in fig. 3.5. A parabolic behaviour is immediately apparent, reachingover 40 rad of phase. We have explored a number of scenarios for this be-
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Figure 3.6: a The gradient strength calculated from parabolic fits (given in detun-ing per site) for different dipole trap powers. For each setting, trans-port was independently optimized. The fit is linear and passes throughthe origin, identifying light shift as the effect recorded. b The diamondinterferometer opened in the other direction (possible by EOM realign-ment) produces the same magnitude of phase accumulation with theopposite sign. Note that the shift operation blocks are sorted differ-ently from fig.3.5.
haviour, including a stray magnetic gradient or a tilt of the lattice leadingto gravitational effects [10]. The parabolic behaviour indicates the presenceof a linear potential gradient which affects both spin states equally, whichexcludes magnetic fields.An extended search was performed for possible sources; eventually wewere able to clearly identify a gradient in the lattice light shift as the cause.The gradient results from a divergence of the lattice laser over the exper-imental region, which varies the total light shift of about 700 kHz propor-tionally to intensity. Based on our model in eq. 3.5, a potential gradient of
h × (324.5 ± 0.8) Hz/d has been detected, with d the lattice spacing. I inves-tigate whether such a gradient can be produced by a displacement of thelattice beam focus from the imaged region and calculate the intensity gra-dient for a gaussian beam of w0 = 30µm, zR = 3.2mm and U0 = 1.6MHz. Theresult is that a gradient of the correct magnitude can occur at an axial dis-placement of about 600µm from the focus and that the change is intensityis approximately linear over the experimental region of 40µm. The gradi-ent produced in this manner is state-symmetric, because the polarizationof both lattice beams is aligned to minimize differential light shift and thusstate-asymmetry.Several measurements together give solid proof that the light shift is in-deed responsible for the accumulated phase. First, I have measured inter-ferometers at different lattice powers, from 20 to 35mW; for each power,the lattice ramp duration must be redetermined due to the change in trapfrequency. As light shift is proportional to intensity, the gradient resulting
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from the model should be proportional to the beam power. The resultingparabolas are fitted to extract gradient strength and the result is clear: thelinear behaviour is as expected (see fig. 3.6a).Second, the double diamond will not accumulate phase from constant po-tential gradients. As the data in fig. 3.5 shows, the phase accumulated is or-ders of magnitude lower and in fact, of opposite sign. I believe that the signinversion is due to defects in the cancellation arising from dephasing. Thismeasurement proves that the gradient is time-independent, which wouldnot be the case for electronic drifts during the sequence (for example, ca-pacitative charge buildup in the EOM or low-pass effects).A third piece of evidence is that switching transport direction inverts theaccumulated phase. We can switch the direction by realigning the EOM toswap the crystal axes, which changes the sign of the lattice phase change ϕ.This causes the qubit states to be exchanged between the two arms of theinterferometer and changes the sign of A, as visible in fig. 3.6b. The gradientrecorded is h × (−328 ± 4) Hz/d, compatible with the previous gradient andless precise because of a shorter measurement. This demonstrates that thephase observed results from a spatial effect, and not from a non-linearity inshifting or a variation of lattice depth. The magnitude of the gradient fromall measurements is tabulated in table3.1.
Hold time
The final geometry that will be demonstrated is a diamond with hold time.Opening the interferometer and pausing for a certain time allows us to sam-ple the potential difference between two constant atom positions for a freelyvariable time. This is an ability unique to trapped interferometers; neitheratomic beams nor fountains can achieve anything comparable. The benefitis to collect phase for a prolonged time while the atom is stationary. Theupper limit is posed by the coherence time, as the normal dephasing mech-anisms are active. To extend the time available, spin echo can be appliedduring the hold time, so that the full homogeneous coherence time can beutilized. Spin echo symmetrizes the hold time with respect to the spin states,meaning that state-asymmetric effects will be cancelled.
Table 3.1: Gradient strengths recorded in the different measurements. The singlediamond delivers the most precise measurement with the most atomssampled. The reversed diamond confirms that it is a spatially fixed effectand not a phase arising from our shifting operations. The hold time withspin echo confirms again the complete independence from shifting butmore significantly the state-symmetry of the effect.
Measurement h× Gradient [Hz/d] Standard deviation [Hz/d]Single diamond 324.5 0.8Reversed diamond -328 4Hold time with spin echo 324 7
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Figure 3.7: a Illustration of the behaviour of the spacetime area for interferom-eters with hold time and spin echo during hold. For state-symmetricgradients (left), the state switches can be neglected and area increaseslinearly with hold time. For state-dependent gradients (right), the spinecho series causes an alternation of sign, which cancels to zero forstate-antisymmetric effects. Note that any combination of linear po-tentials can be decomposed into one symmetric and one antisymmet-ric contribution. b The phase accumulated during a hold time at 2,4, or 6 lattice sites separation, plotted vs. the duration of the holdtime. Spin echo is implemented with two echo pulses spaced in thehold time, cancelling all state-dependent effects. A linear phase accu-mulation quantitatively confirms the potential gradient due to latticelaser divergence. The calculated gradient strength is h× (324± 7) Hz/d.
The measurement is a diamond interferometer opened to 2,4 and 6 latticesites separation with a hold time inserted at the maximum spreading. Toextend the time available, two spin echo pulses are inserted with a 1:2:1spacing in the hold time; using two pulses has the advantage that no addi-tional spin flip has to be considered. The duration of the hold time is variedbetween 0 and 600 µs. We record the phase and subtract the value accu-mulated for no hold time, leaving only the phase gathered during the hold,expected to be ∂xU ·∆xmax · τh/~.The phase behaviour visible in fig. 3.7 conforms to the expected linearbehaviour vs. time, and the magnitude of the gradient is fitted to be h ×
(324 ± 7) Hz/d, fully consistent with the value from fig.3.5. This adds onemore aspect to our lightshift model: it confirms that the phase accumulatedis not related to the shift process. That the gradient can be recorded withspin echo also means that it cannot be state-antisymmetric.In this way, our different geometries complement each other elegantly:
• The normal diamond is best for measuring the magnitude of a gradient.
• The double diamond shows whether the gradient is constant over thesequence.
• A hold time with spin echo shows whether the gradient depends onshifting and whether it is spin-symmetric.
For a linear gradient, together they deliver a very precise characterization.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the acceleration measurement in a diamond interfero-meter. The atom is split into two spatially separated paths, acceler-ated during a hold time, then rejoined while moving at a steady veloc-ity. The phase accumulated stems from the linear potential gradientthat an acceleration causes. The final displacement is small and noproblem for measurement.
More complicated gradients can be dealt with in a similar manner, as thebasic symmetry statements are still true, but the equations become morecomplicated.The interferometer with hold time is less efficient than a diamond at gath-ering phase from a gradient, but it can be useful for measurements on thesubmicrometer scale, i.e., close to surfaces or nanostructures. The abilityto keep the atom at rest with a position control better than 20nm certainlyhas potential, but the data rate from a single atom is low and problems withthe optical lattice near a surface must be solved.
3.2.3 External acceleration
Measuring local gravity is one of the main fields of precision interferometryand therefore a logical choice for demonstrating the measurement of de-liberately applied external potentials. Since our lattice is horizontal, atomscannot be split in the direction of earth’s gravity. To produce a similar effect,the atoms can be split and then accelerated to produce a pseudopotential(see fig. 3.8), whose slope is ∂xU = mCs · a, where mCs is the atomic mass ofCaesium and a the applied acceleration. It should be noted that this corre-sponds to the gravitational redshift if one considers the atom an acceleratingclock with a frequency of ω = mc2/~ [46]. As this frequency is extremely high,we can observe a sizeable redshift with accelerations around g.There are several methods to apply accelerations, and moving the back-reflection mirror is the one with the least technical setup required. Thephase of the lattice is pinned with respect to the mirror, so moving it bymeans of a piezo will cause a parallel movement of the atoms. Using a piezo
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Figure 3.9: a Scheme for calibrating the piezo mirror in a Michelson interfero-meter. b Bode plots for a calibration of the self-built piezo mirror em-ployed in the acceleration measurements. The first resonance is at50kHz.
limits total displacement (due to its breakdown voltage) as well as speed,as rapid movement will excite mechanical resonances of the piezo and itsmounting. The mechanical resonances can be reduced and moved to higherfrequencies. This means decreasing masses, introducing dampening andremoving sharp transitions in elasticity (jumps in Young’s modulus act sim-ilar to refractive index jumps). Following the techniques presented in [47],a small, thin mirror is combined with a small piezo and attached to a mir-ror mount with a hand-made holding rod. This rod has an outer shell of asoft steel, tapering towards the piezo to match the size of its endface. Theinterior of the rod is hollowed out and filled with soft soldering lead to in-troduce a dampening body which can absorb vibrations. Mirror, piezo, rodand mount are connected with epoxy glue.To characterize the piezo mount, an optical Michelson interferometer isset up using a frequency-locked laser beam (see fig.3.9). A network an-alyzer is connected to the setup with input to the piezo and output fromthe photodiode. The network analyzer applies a small modulation voltagewith increasing frequency and determines amplitude and phase of the samefrequency in the output signal, returning the complex frequency responsefunction of the linearized system. To treat the interferometer as a linearsystem, the Michelson interferometer must be operated on the center of thefringe’s slope, i.e., the path length difference ∆x between the arms shouldbe about λ/4, the modulation effect significantly smaller than that. Afterbeing set up on a breadboard, the interferometer’s phase varies on the sec-ond time scale, likely due to thermal drifts and acoustic fluctuations. Theinterferometer can now be "locked" by human intervention: Pressing thebreadboard corner down slightly increases ∆x, so by observing the photo-diode output on an oscilloscope, the interferometer can be stabilized. Carehas been taken that this human servo loop does not qualitatively affect themeasurements; slight deviation from the optimum ∆x will only cause gen-tle changes in the frequency response, unlike mechanical resonances whichproduce many dB change in amplitude and corresponding phase features as
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Figure 3.10: a The interferometer phase recorded vs. piezo acceleration for differ-ent separation of the paths. The expected linear behaviour is clearlyvisible, although the measured values scatter significantly more thantheir statistical error would suggest. Inset: Fringe contrast is con-stant for a given separation, indicating that motional excitation fromthe acceleration is not taking place. b Interferometer phase vs. accel-eration using the DDS for acceleration. Data values are much closerto theory; remaining scatter is explainable by statistical error.
seen in fig.3.9. Investigating different mirrors shows that resonances canbe pushed to higher frequencies with decreasing piezo and mirror mass; thecustom mount finally reaches the first resonance at 50 KHz. The scale ofmovement was calibrated in a DC measurement, using a slow ramp of piezovoltage and recording the interferometer fringe, which gives a sensitivity of8.8(1)nm/V.To perform the acceleration in a normal interferometer, a brief hold timewithout spin echo is inserted at maximum splitting. In that time, the piezoaccelerates from standstill to the final velocity, which is maintained while theinterferometer is closed and phase read out. To decelerate before the inter-ferometer is closed would cancel out the accumulated phase. The dopplershift during the closing is negligible, as v/c < 10−11. Nevertheless, the needto maintain the final velocity imposes a technical limitation: During the clos-ing, the piezo voltage must continuously rise. The maximum accelerationthat can be applied is thus limited by the maximum voltage available.The phase accumulated by the interferometer due to acceleration is
Φacc = ∆x ·m~ ·
∫ τ
0
a(t)dt = ∆x ·m · vf
~
, (3.10)
where τ is the duration of acceleration, vf the final velocity and ∆x the split-ting. This way of calculating the phase assumes that the atoms are not ex-cited in any way, but only exposed to a linear potential gradient. To achievethis, a(t) should be a smooth ramp, so a cut out of a sinusoid is insertedto match position and velocity at beginning and end of the acceleration.The proof that excitation is negligible is the interferometer’s contrast (seefig. 3.10a inset), which stays constant for different accelerations and variesonly based on the number of shifts.
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Measurements were performed with an acceleration duration of 50µs andsplitting of up to 10 lattice sites. The data plotted in fig. 3.10 show the ex-pected linear behaviour and match the predicted phase well. An offset aris-ing from the different opening and closing sequences for different sizes hasbeen fitted and subtracted, leaving only Φacc. Although the precision is ac-ceptable for a proof-of-principle measurement, there is a problem: severalpoints are more than three sigma away from the fit, making the χ2 very poor.The most likely explanation is that the mirror is not an accurate method ofapplying acceleration, likely due to either excitation of the resonance at50kHz or a sensitivity to environmental conditions.The optical conveyor belt that is installed for quantum walks measure-ments (see 2.2.3) can accelerate atoms with much greater accuracy. One ofthe checks performed for the new setup was an interferometer with accel-eration as described before, except that the acceleration is delivered nowby the conveyor belt. Also, as required for the quantum walks, the accelera-tion is not applied at once with varying strength, but in a number of discreteboosts that all have the same strength. The phase accumulated is then pro-portional to the number of boosts, since for n boosts we have vf (n) = n ·vf (1).The results are plotted in fig. 3.10b: now, the scatter is limited by the statis-tical error of the data points, which is the preferred situation. Contrast isnot shown but is constant.Our phasemeasurements are a good demonstration of the interferometer’scapabilities, resolving a potential gradient with a relative precision of 2·10−4.Most importantly, we can gather information about gradients from very dif-ferent angles, delivering a complete picture of the gradient’s properties withmultiple crosschecks.
3.3 Measuring contrast
Next to the phase, fringe contrast is the second output of an interferometer.All effects discussed in 2.2.4 also apply to interferometers; coherence is onthe one hand significantly extended by the repeated pi pulses for multi-siteshifting, which double as spin echo pulses. On the other hand, shifting alsointroduces new effects that signficiantly reduce the contrast decay time,namely acceleration, lattice wobble and phase jitter. More effects arise fromthe atoms being spatially separated
3.3.1 Contrast decrease from shifting
The acceleration applied during state-dependent shifting is significant: thevoltage ramp delivered to the EOM driver is linear and proportional to dis-placement, meaning that acceleration at beginning and end is in theory in-finite and in practice as strong as the EOM driver (bandwidth 200 kHz) candeliver. The atoms reach the final velocity of one lattice site per 20µs, or24 mm/s, within about 2 µs, giving a peak acceleration of about 1200 g. Asstated before in section 2.3.1, strongmotional excitation can only be avoidedby correct selection of the ramp duration.
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In fact, the initial acceleration at the beginning of each shift does excitethe atom to different motional states; the only way to cancel this is to achievecomplete de-excitation with the final deceleration, which is possible if thedeceleration is applied with correct timing: an oscillator excited from a kickcan be brought back to rest by second kick at the correct instant. In astrict treatment, each transport step should therefore be considered as amulti-path interferometer. We nonetheless avoid this because any phasethat might be accumulated in one shift will be accumulated at another shiftwith opposite sign due to the symmetry of the trajectories.Motional excitation by the shift can be detected by an equal decrease incontrast. If a fraction of the atom is excited from the motional ground stateto the first excited state, it will rapidly accumulate phase from the 120kHzdifference in trap depth and will quickly dephase completely. By analyzingthe decay of contrast in the interferometer data, I will later show that mo-tional excitation is certainly below 2% per step (see table3.2 ).The second effect arising from the shifting process is an increase in de-phasing because of the elevated differential light shift during shifting. Infact, the lightshift is many times higher than for overlapped sublattices, dueto the 7:1 admixture of the other chirality the |F = 3,mF = 3〉 state experi-ences. The formula from 2.2.4 shows that ϕ = pi/2 leads to a differential lightshift of U0/4, normally about 400kHz. Averaged over the transport step, thisstill amounts to 200 kHz. Since normal dephasing occurs with a mere 20kHz differential light shift, during transport it should be amplified tenfold.Fortunately, the high rate of spin echo pulses during the interferometer willstill act as a high pass filter on dephasing.The third effect produced by the shifting process itself are aftershocks inthe polarization angle due to resonances in the EOM. As KD*P is a piezome-chanical crystal, the voltage ramp creates mechanical shocks, which exciteresonances in the crystals of the EOM. Despite constructive measures tosuppress the resonances by dampened mounting, brief aftershocks are visi-ble on photodiode signals after a voltage ramp, lasting for less than 2µs. Aseach crystal resonates individually, it cannot be assumed that this is only amodulation of lattice phase, but can also extend to changing the power bal-ance between the chiralities. Also, the polarization effect is from experiencenot the same for each repetition and thus is not cancelled out completely byspin echo.
3.3.2 Contrast decrease from separation
Beyond the effects of the shifting process itself, a spatial seperation of thespin states also introduces new mechanisms for contrast decay.The most significant one (compare table3.2) is a failure of paths to meetat a common site for the final join operation. The effectiveness of the mi-crowave pi pulses for multi-site shifting is finite, and the affected atoms de-viate from the intended path because their spin state is not flipped. Withhigh probability, they do not have an interference partner of the oppositestate at their final site and do not contribute to the fringe at all, reducingthe contrast.
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The reduction in contrast can be estimated: if the probability of a success-ful state switch is p, then the contrast after n steps is C0 · p2n. The factor oftwo arises from the need to successfully invert the state of both arms eachstep. These "deviant" paths can still achieve interference by two mecha-nisms: paths that drop towards the inside of a diamond shape can rejointhe returning trajectory if a second flip error happens, making the propabil-ity for this proportional to p2. Furthermore, two deviant paths can meet ata lattice site that is not the primary target; consideration of the geometryshows that this requires three spin flip errors because the two deviant pathsmust come from opposite directions to the secondary site, having oppositespin state. The trouble with deviant interference is that the phase is differ-ent from that of the main interferometer. If some atoms produce their owninterference fringe with a different phase, they decrease contrast and skewthe phase detected overall.In principle, since the deviant trajectories are fully coherent, we need totreat the sequence as a quantum walk with a coin angle close to pi (or 0if one does not consider alternating shifts, see fig.4.3). Practically, this isunnecessary because for p near unity almost no interference takes placeaway from the main site.Separation can also contribute to dephasing if the paths still meet in theend; just like differential light shifts can fluctuate, so can potential gradi-ents. The position-dependent phase accumulated can vary over several rep-etitions of the experiment, leading to a blurring of the recorded fringe. Forlight shift gradients due to focussing, this is not a major issue, as they areextremely stable. Inertial force gradients applied by, e.g., piezo mirrors, cansuffer depending on the reproducability of the acceleration, just as magneticfield gradients might fluctuate due to current noise. Our acceleration mea-surements do not show significant contrast reduction from the acceleration(see fig. 3.10), indicating that this effect is minor.
3.3.3 Data analysis
Data for contrast decay has been accumulated for diamond and double di-amond interferometers, as well as for a diamond with hold time. The mostsignficant dataset is that of the single diamond of varying size, see fig. 3.11a.The data show an exponential decay vs. the number of steps taken, extrap-olating to unity for zero steps and decreasing at a rate of 0.6% per shift. Wehave independently quantized the homogeneous decoherence time withoutshifting and the fidelity of pi pulses during shifting sequences. The homo-geneous decoherence time T ∗2 of course must be measured for the samenumber of spin echo pulses in the same timing as during an interferometersequence. The results are plotted in fig. 3.11a as the dashed line, showinga very good coherence time > 2ms that is far from limiting interferometerperformance.Apart from the normal spin decoherence, the interference contrast alsosuffers a known reduction due to the limited spin flip fidelity: we have in-dependently characterized this by shifting atoms by up to 100 steps (seefig. 2.11) and found 99.0% effectiveness per step. The contrast decay from
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Figure 3.11: a Contrast results for single and double diamond geometries vs. thenumber of shifts, with exponential fits. The shaded areas show themeasured contribution of two known contrast reducing effects: Shift-independent spin dephasing (dark green) and contrast decay due tofinite shift fidelity (light green). The remaining contrast decay cannot be resolved further and comes from a combination of other ef-fects. b The contrast of a diamond with hold time shows the normalgaussian behaviour for homogeneous decoherence [26]. The timeconstant is comparable to that of unshifted atoms.
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this phenomenon follows the formula named above; multiplying it onto thecontrast without shifting results in the dash-dotted line, accounting for mostof the contrast decay. The two understood mechanisms and the total decayrate are listed in table3.2. I have chosen to list the contributions in dBbecause this is convenient for multiplicative factors. Remarkably, the re-maining decoherence that could stem from a third mechanism is smallerthan its own errorbar - to investigate decay mechanisms further, we need toincrease the precision of the contrast measurements.The other mechanisms that were discussed above could therefore not beidentified separately, meaning that the possibly remaining decoherence con-tribution (1.7% per shift) could be split between transport excitation, polar-ization jitter and gradient fluctuations. Gradient fluctuations can still beanalyzed individually by looking at the contrast of the double diamond ge-ometry. This geometry has the ability to rephase gradients in first order,meaning that decoherence from slow gradient fluctuations should be sup-pressed significantly. The contrast decay is indeed slightly slower, but thedifference is quite small. One can conclude that gradient fluctuations are aminor contribution if any.Let us finally compare the results for hold time interferometers; theseshould suffer from contrast decays due to separation and fluctuating trapdepth, but not due to shifting effects. The applied spin echo also cancelsthe contribution from state-dependent effects (gradients or global) in firstorder.The behaviour visible in fig. 3.11b confirms several expectations: The con-trast decays vs. hold time as a gaussian function, as expected [26]. Note thedifference to fig. 3.11a, in which contrast decays exponentially. This is due tothe different x-axes in the two plots: Contrast will decay in a gaussian fash-ion vs. time, but exponentially vs. the number of echo pulses. Decay times infig. 3.11b are fully consistent with the behaviour of unshifted atoms, indicat-ing that once at rest, atoms behave in the normal manner - being split doesnot speed up decoherence significantly, as no strongly fluctuating gradientsare applied.To summarize, contrast in our interferometer behaves in awell-understoodfashion: it is dominated by the spin flip errors occurring at each transport
Table 3.2: Tabulation of the decay sources identified in the diamond interfero-meter. Contrast starts from 1 and decreases per step; phase can bedetected until about 10% contrast. Note that given the uncertainty onthe total decay, we cannot be sure that our two identified mechanismsdo not describe the decay entirely (i.e., others becomes zero).
Mechanism Decay contribution [dB/step]Total −0.19± 0.01Stationary dephasing −0.026± 0.004Spin flip defects −0.17 ± 0.02Others −0.01± 0.02
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step, while normal spin dephasing is of secondary importance. The othercontrast decay mechanisms cannot be experimentally separated. The over-all performance is fully satisfactory, allowing us to reach splittings of about10µm and interferometer durations of about 1ms.In conclusion, the interferometer measurements have demonstrated oursuccessful control over delocalized atoms. We have extracted phase infor-mation from atoms that were split over up to 10µm and modified the inter-ferometer’s geometry to identify and separate different effects. The benefitlies in the validation of our toolkit approach to coherent trajectory designand a greatly increased understanding of our system, in particular the de-phasing mechanisms.
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4 Quantum walks
4.1 Introduction
Quantum walks are the quantum mechanical analog of classical randomwalks. Classical random walks are applied in such different fields as infor-mation science [48], fluid dynamics [49] and biology [50], but the model canbe quickly described: the walker takes a stochastical decision (e.g., tossesa coin) and based on the outcome, moves in a certain direction. The coreprocess is repeated as often as desired, and the resulting walker movementpossesses rich dynamics [51].The principle can be adapted to quantum mechanics, and the quantumwalker is capable of interference, superposition, and entanglement, as wellas using quantum states for the decision process, e.g., the internal spinstates of a particle. Quantum walks were first presented in 1993 [52] andquickly singled out for their remarkable spreading properties in positionspace. Classical random walks spread diffusively - the RMS spread of theprobability distribution after n steps of the walk is ∝ √n. This speed funda-mentally bounds diffusion [43], random search algorithms and many otherphenomena. Quantum walks, in contrast, spread ballistically (∝ n) [9]. Ithas been demonstrated that leveraging quantumwalks can drastically speedup search algorithms [53], meaning somewhere between polynomial to ex-ponential speedup [9]. Several publications have proposed quantum walksoccurring in plants as part of the photosynthesis mechanism, to speed upthe transport of excitons in protein complexes [54]. The intense theoreticalstudy has revealed further applications, in particular, as a sufficiently pow-erful primitive for universal quantum computation [55], which means thatwhoever implements a well-controlled quantum walk has a working quan-tum computer. Finally, and of the most relevance for us, quantum walks inlattices can mimic features of other periodic systems, amongst others elec-trons in solids (see4.2.2).Experimental quantum walks began in 2009 with a breakthrough in ourexperiment [56], demonstrating the first quantum walks, and reproducingthe hallmarks ballistic spreading and unitarity. Several alternative realiza-tions were presented quickly afterwards, based on photons in freespace [57]or in waveguides [58], or on ions in phase space [59]. Since then, the ex-perimentally possible number of steps has been increased and even a two-dimensional walk has been realized [60].In our laboratory, we have been working towards the long-term goal ofsimulating complex quantum system with quantum walks. In the presentchapter, we will use quantum walks to mimic the behaviour of a chargedparticle in a lattice while under the influence of an electric field. The fol-lowing is the first simulation of another quantum system by quantum walks
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with neutral atoms.
4.2 Theory
4.2.1 Spreading
A quantum walk is a repetive two-step process: Coin and shift, repeat. Thefirst cycle splits the initially localized atom over two sites, the next overthree and so forth. From the second step onward, quantum paths meetand interfere, producing the distinguishing features of the quantum walk.For our atomic quantum walks, the coin is an operator Cˆ on the Hilbertspace of the spin C2, implemented by microwave operations as in2.2.4. TheHadamard coin CˆH (see eq. 4.1) is generally considered the standard coin.It is "fair", meaning it splits a pure state into a 50:50 superposition.The most general coin for a microwave operation is given by Cˆθ,φ (seeeq. 2.1) and cannot implement CˆH . We are therefore implementing CˆB in-stead:
CˆH =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
, CˆB = − 1√
2
(
1 −1
1 1
)
, (4.1)
which is also a fair coin and equivalent to CˆH .The shift operation, here termed Sˆ+ and Sˆ−, is a movement to a neighbor-ing lattice site, whose direction is defined by the spin state. Our experimen-tal implementation of the shift operator requires the sign to alternate fromone shift to the next (see2.2.1).
Sˆ± =
{|↑〉 ⊗ |x〉 −→ |↑〉 ⊗ ∣∣x± 12〉
|↓〉 ⊗ |x〉 −→ |↓〉 ⊗ |x∓ 1〉 . (4.2)
The mathematical framework and our experiment data number the latticesites in different ways: our experimental shift moves each atom by λ/4, whichis half a site of the optical lattice. This is because for ϕ = 2pi, our lattice isoffset from its normal spacing by λ/4, creating a temporary lattice site be-tween two normal ones (each sublattice is shifted by pi, see fig. 2.4b). Themathematical framework specifies the distance of each shift as one site andcan thus work in a constant lattice geometry. I will follow the latter con-vention in the theory and in numerical calculations, meaning that the latticespacing shown in these graphs is λ/4. In the experimental data, I will countsites of size λ/2, as natural for optical lattices.Combining the two shifts and the coin produces the full walk operator Wˆ :
Wˆ = Sˆ− · CˆB · Sˆ+ · CˆB, (4.3)
applying it n times to an initial state produces an n-step quantumwalk. Com-mon initial states for a quantum walk are a single localized atom in either
|↑〉 or in (|↑〉 +i |↓〉 )/√2. The resulting evolution of the probability distributionis simulated numerically and is shown in fig. 4.1. Its most striking featureis the presence of clear peaks which move with constant velocity in positionspace. The walk starting from an initial pure state has one peak (going right
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Figure 4.1: The spreading of the quantum walk with balanced coin CˆB simulatedfor different initial states. Shown are the occupation probabilitiesevolving for 50 steps and the final distribution. The linear spread-ing is clearly visible. a The pure |↑〉 state, spreading quickly to theright side. b The symmetric |↑〉 + i |↓〉 superposition leads to a doublepeaked structure because the real coin does not mix the two indepen-dently proceeding walks. c In contrast, the superposition |↑〉 − |↓〉 onthe right interferes strongly, leading to a stronger single-peaked walk.
for |↑〉, left for |↓〉) and the one starting from a superposition has two of halfthe height.In the superposition listed above |↑〉 has real amplitude and |↓〉 has imagi-nary amplitude; the coin CˆB is real and does not mix the two, leading to twonon-interacting walks from one initial site (see fig. 4.1b). If the amplitudeof both states is real, strong interference occurs, as shown in the rightmostplot, leading to a completely different final distribution (see fig. 4.1c).This comparison illustrates a key property of quantum walks: quantumwalks from different initial states do not converge to a common limitingdistribution, as a classical random walk would. Instead, the unitarity of thewalk operator ensures that the walk can always be reversed to the initialcondition [56], barring decoherence.Apart from the initial state, the other parameter controlling the quantumwalk is the coin; our microwave operations can be tuned in phase and ro-tation angle on the Bloch sphere. Changing the overall phase of the coinonly matters in relation to the initial state, but changing the rotation an-gle impacts the walk strongly. If the coin angle approaches pi, the walk willbecome a coherent transport as seen in the interferometer (see fig.3.1), inwhich case the atom stays fully localized at one site but moves one site perwalk operator. On the other hand, a coin angle of 2pi will leave the atom
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unmoved in the original site.
4.2.2 Quantum walks in the Brillouin zone
Quantum walks were named above as possible quantum simulators, buttheir behaviour in position space may not indicate why. By moving the anal-ysis to k-space, it becomes possible to equate the walk itself with a particlemoving in Bloch bands. The Fourier transformation shifts the discussionfrom the discretized periodic position space of the lattice to the continuousquasimomentum space of the Brillouin zone [61, 62]. Note here that weare defining k as the quasimomentum on a lattice of spacing λ/4. The coinoperator is unaffected, but the shift operator takes on a different form:
Sˆ±k = Ik ⊗
(
e∓ik |↑〉 〈↑|+ e±ik |↓〉 〈↓|
)
. (4.4)
The shift is now diagonal on momentum space, due to the fact that mo-mentum states are translation-invariant, which means that the entire walkoperator becomes diagonal on the momentum space:
Wˆk = Ik ⊗
[(
eik 0
0 e−ik
)
CˆB
(
e−ik 0
0 eik
)
CˆB
]
. (4.5)
To simplify the system, we ignore the alternating shift sign for now andidealize the walk operator:
Wˆ ′ = Sˆ+Cˆ =: eiHˆefft/~. (4.6)
Fortunately, this simplification is possible: as studied in [22], it only leadsto a shift in k-space of pi, which in position leads to a mirror inversion |x〉 →
|−x〉. Because Wˆ ′ is a time evolution operator, it can be connected to aneffective Hamiltonian as in eq. 4.6. Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian gives usthe eigenstates and energies of the walk. These states and their energiesare the quantum system that is being simulated by our atoms.The resulting eigenenergies of the simplified operator are [22]:
E± = ±~ arccos
[
cos k · cos θ
2
]
. (4.7)
The diagonalization shows that the walk possesses two energy bands witha shape tunable by coin angle θ. The movement of the k-states in positionspace can be calculated using the group velocity in the two bands v±g (k) =
~−1∂kE±. We will later use two symmetries of the group velocity:
v±g (k) = −v±g (k + pi) ∀k, v+g (k) = −v−g (k) ∀k, (4.8)
in calculating the spreading of electric quantum walks.The eigenstates of the walk operator can be described on the Bloch sphereusing the latitude ϑ and the longitude ϕ:
ϑ = 2 arctan
 tan θ2√
tan2 θ2 + sin
2 k + sin k
 , ϕ = k + pi
2
, (4.9)
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Figure 4.2: a The two bands of a quantum walk for different coin angles, showingthe influence of coin angle on group velocity (cmp. eq. 4.11). b Thespin composition of the eigenstates of the walk on the Bloch sphere.The state moves along the circle as k is varied; changing the coin angle
θ tilts the circle around the hinge axis. The two bands are always op-posing vectors due to their orthogonality. c The latitude on the Blochsphere corresponding to one eigenstate for different k. Notice that for
θ = 0 the state remains at the poles, only jumping at k = 0 and k = pi:the pure spin states are eigenstates no matter of their momentum.
or alternatively in carthesian coordinates:xy
z
 = 1√
sin2 k + tan2 θ2
·
− sin k tan θ2cos k tan θ2
sin k
 . (4.10)
For every k, there is a different linear combination of the two spin states tocreate the two walk eigenstates in a linear combination (see eq. 4.9). Thewalk eigenvectors trace out a circle on the Bloch sphere for k going from
[−pi..pi]; this circle is tilted with regard to the axes of the Bloch sphere at anangle depending on the coin angle (see fig. 4.2). The orthogonality of thebands requires that the eigenvectors on the Bloch sphere point in oppositedirections.The coin angle θ can be varied to change band curvature and the tilt ofthe eigenvector circle. The bands that are approximately sinusoidal for abalanced coin move towards the two linear extrema: For θ = 0, the bandsare sawtooth-shaped; for θ = pi, they are flat and level. This behaviour isintuitive, for the band slope at any k determines the group velocity of thatstate. Ignoring the alternating shift sign, a coin angle 0 means a constantlinear transport of the atom, obviously corresponding to a k-independentsteep slope. On the other hand, a coin angle of pi causes the atom to moveback and forth between two sites, with zero group velocity - a flat band.The position space behaviour is simulated for several angles in fig. 4.3. Inthe experiment, the behaviour is shifted in θ by pi because of the alternatingshift sign, so that θ = 0 is the resting atom and θ = pi is the moving one. Theformula for the group velocity is [22]:
v±g (k) =
1
~
∂kE± = ±1~
cos θ/2 sin k√
1− cos2 k cos2 θ/2 . (4.11)
Since we cannot yet produce individual k states in our experiment (see4.4),
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Figure 4.3: Simulated spreading and final distribution of a 50 step quantum walkfrom the initial state |↑〉. The coin angle θ is varied from 0◦ to 180◦,shifting across the whole range from full transport to balanced walkto stationary atom.
we observe an averaged spreading, given by the RMS of the position distri-bution. The corresponding spreading speed is
vRMS =
√
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
v2g(k)dk = √1− sin θ/2. (4.12)
The effect of the coin angle on the eigenvectors can be visualized moreeasily than the effect on energy: the eigenvector circles tilts as on a hinge onthe equator crossing: For θ = pi, it fills the equator, for θ = 0, it stands verticallike a meridian. Again, this can be connected to the limiting cases: Thefull transport moves |↑〉 and |↓〉 in opposite directions without intermingling,making them eigenstates of the walk with opposite k. The eigenstates onthe Bloch sphere collapse to the poles because no superposition can be aneigenstate anymore (see fig. 4.2c). A walk with coin angle pi doesn’t moveatoms, but continuously applies spin rotations that image the equator planeof the Bloch sphere onto itself - naturally, all eigenstates must reside there.The hinge axis of the eigenstate disk depends on the microwave phase φ andcan be rotated around on the equator of the Bloch sphere.The Fourier picture gives access to the eigenstates and group velocitiesof the ideal walk. For us, this picture of the walk provides a tunable bandsystem with fine control over experimental parameters and precise readout.But just as we cannot create k-states, we cannot read out k-states, since ourdetection can only record position distributions. We have instead simulatedthe expected position distribution, and compared it to experimental results.
4.2.3 Decoherence by projection
Similar to interferometer measurements (see3.3), decoherence plays a sig-nificant role in quantum walks measurement. While the interferometer hastwo paths with a final interference event, the quantum walk has a very large
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number of paths, which grows exponentially with the number of steps. Be-cause of this, the walk is more sensitive to decoherence of spin states, whilethe transport error that is dominant for the interferometer is less important.One cannot model the decoherence by a stochastic treatment of the ac-cumulated phase; while feasible in the interferometer with its two paths,a walk consists of an exponential number of paths, many of which inter-fere making this approach very complicated. A more eaccessible way todescribe decoherence is the density matrix formalism, because it can keeptrack of coherences between many separate states. We now introduce aprojective measurement at each step with a probability p. Projection erasesoff-diagonal elements in the density matrix, and can be motivated as co-herent coupling to an environment that is afterwards traced out [27]. Theprinciple is familiar from "welcher-Weg-Information": if an outside systemgains knowledge of a local state by entanglement with it, interference issuppressed. The following formula describes the stepwise evolution of thedensity matrix ρ using the projection operator Pi = |i〉 〈i| [22]:
ρn+1 = (1− p)SˆCˆρnCˆ†Sˆ† + p
∑
i
PiSˆCˆρnCˆ†Sˆ†Pi†. (4.13)
Apart from p, the other degree of freedom in the model are the projectionoperators. Space projection as in Pi = I|↑〉,|↓〉 ⊗ |xi〉 〈xi| models spatial fluctua-tions, such as magnetic field gradients, laser speckle from stray light, etc.,which produce an environment coupling that is spin-independent - i.e., theenvironement gains no information about atom spin.The opposite are spin projection as in P0 = |↑〉 〈↑| ⊗ I|x〉 and P1 = |↓〉 〈↓| ⊗ I|x〉,which describes decoherence by a spin-dependent coupling to the environ-ment that is position-agnostic. From the interferometer data, we know thatthere are no strong spatial gradients, nor spatial decoherence present in thesetup (see3.3.3), while spin dephasing affects the interferometer contrastmeasurably. We therefore elect to use a model with pure spin projection,which erases coherence between different spin states, but keeps off-site co-herences of the same spin orientation intact.How does this decoherence model relate to the dephasing model usedfor Ramsey and interferometry measurements? Dephasing means that con-trast decays because of statistical fluctuations in the phase, leading to acharacteristic polynomial decay of contrast over time. Spin echo pulsesintroduce a high pass filter for fluctuations and shift the behaviour to agaussian curve [26]. These two curves describe dephasing, which is a thestochastic loss of knowledge of a quantum phase. The projective decoher-ence model describes a physically different mechanism, namely decoher-ence by entanglement with an uncontrolled environment, removing the co-herence. A Ramsey modelled with projective decoherence will have an ex-ponential contrast decay, because for a constant rate of projection, the prob-ability of avoiding projection for the entire lifetime of a superposition stategoes down exponentially.More generally, the projective decoherence model lets off-diagonal ele-ments of the density matrix decay exponentially which is the same behaviouras modelled in the optical Bloch equations [24]. Unlike for dephasing, spin
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Figure 4.4: Simulated spreading and final distribution of a 50 step quantum walkincluding spin-projecting decoherence (see eq. 4.13). Decoherence islisted in relative coherence decay per step and really affects the dis-tribution from 1% onwards by creating an exponential central peak.This is not a classical random walk yet (adding spatial decoherencewill achieve it). The central peak means that the walk has lost thememory of its initial state and is no longer unitary.
echo doesn’t exist in the projective decoherence model, as no spin flip willundo the entanglement with the environment that is removing the coher-ence from the system. Despite the differences of the projective model fromthe dephasing model, we shall see that it can model our experimental re-sults for quantum walks just as well as the dephasing model has done forthe interferometer data. Further work could investigate how the twomodelscan be connected to describe quantum walks with dephasing.
4.2.4 Dephasing and paths
This subsection will present two known rephasing effects in the quantumwalk. As mentioned before, this is disjunct from the projective decoher-ence model and serves not to extend it, but to explore how quantum walksshow coherent behaviour beyond the normal coherence time by implement-ing spin echo.I introduce a path-based formalism: a walk of an even step number n has
2n paths and spreads over 2n+ 1 sites, numbered 0..2n. The number of pathsfinally arriving at site k is the binomial factor (n k/2) if k is even, or zero if kis odd. A path p is described by some binary string of length n like "0011",which encodes the state sequence |↓〉 , |↓〉 , |↑〉 , |↑〉 as well as the movementsequence "-1,-1,+1,+1". The target site of this path is simply twice the sumover all digits, in this case 4, the central site.The first mechanism reduces dephasing by staying in one spin state just aslong as in the other. A static or slowly fluctuating detuning will let the pathaccumulate a phase for the time in one spin state and an equal but oppositephase for the time in the other spin state. The more balanced the path is,the greater the dephasing protection and the closer it ends to the central
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site. The dephasing reduction factor χ(k) arising from this is:
χ(p) = 1−
∣∣∣∣kn
∣∣∣∣ , (4.14)
which removes dephasing fully in the center of the distribution and barelyat all in the wings.The second mechanism reduces dephasing by staying in one spin statealmost all the time. The corresponding paths accumulate a lot of phase fromany detuning, but the paths they are interfering with in the end will havespent most of their time in the same spin state, rendering the accumulatedphase common-mode. Two paths that arrive in the same final site k musthave spent a fraction ξ(k) of the walk duration in the same spin state:
ξ(k) =
(
k
2n
)2
+
(
2n− k
2n
)2
, (4.15)
and the resulting reduction factor in dephasing from a constant or slowlyfluctuating detuning is (1− ξ(k)), which removes dephasing fully in the out-ermost sites and not at all in the center.If we combine the two mechanisms into a joint factor χ(k)(˙1− ξ(k), we geta curve that is zero in the center and at the outermost sites and rises to amaximum value of 0.2 in between. Its mean value is approximately 0.1; thetwo path effects are together reducing dephasing by a factor tenIntroducing the alternating shift sign changes which effect is strongestwhere: now, the outermost sites are reached by paths that spend time 50:50in both states, while the paths that spent the most time in one state arrive inthe center. The overall statement about the mean rephasing is unaffected,explaining why quantum walks can give coherent distributions for durationsthat several times exceed T2.
4.2.5 Acceleration
To mimic a charged particle exposed to an electric field, we need the abilityto apply a force to our atoms. We have implemented the force by accel-erating the atoms trapped in the lattice using the conveyor belt techique(see2.2.3) . The effect is that of a constant electric field on an electronin a solid. It is well known that a constant field will cause the electron toundergo Bloch oscillations, in which the electron accelerates, shifting the
k-states in the Brillouin zone by k˙ = F/~ = −eE/~ until they reach the zoneboundary and are returned to the opposite side [61]. Position and velocity ofthe atom can be calculated from the shape of the occupied band. For sinu-soidal bands, both position and speed are also sinusoid functions; therefore,the acceleration makes the particle oscillate.We activate the acceleration for discrete periods, applying the force Fover duration tF , which causes a linear spin-symmetric potential gradientalong the lattice. Quantum states accumulate phase from the operation Fˆproportional to their site number |x〉:
Fˆ =
∑
x
e−iφx |x〉 〈x| ⊗ I|↑〉,|↓〉 φ =
mCsaλtF
2~
, (4.16)
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Figure 4.5: Three ways of thinking about acceleration on the walks, illustrated for
m = 3. a The lattice in position space that becomes tilted by the super-imposed linear potential. The conversion to quasi-energies causes thefolding, equalizing every third site. The folding energy is not related tothe well depth. b Themomentum shift visualized in the band structure.The initial state occupies only the lower band before it is translatedby 2pi/3. This causes a partial interband transition and moves part ofthe state to the higher band. After 3 steps, the state is back at thebeginning. c The eigenstate circle on the Bloch sphere. The originaleigenstates (dark green arrows) are replaced by new eigenstates afterone shift (light green arrows), due to a rotation of the circle around itsaxis by 120◦). The spin state (dark green point) is unchanged, but hasa new mapping.
where mCs is the atomic mass and a the acceleration. The force is spin-independent and diagonal in position, i.e., it is assumed that no tunnelingbetween lattice sites takes place.The result of the force can be viewed in position or momentum space (seefig. 4.5). In position space, the lattice is superimposed with a linear potentialgradient leading to a washboard shape that seems to have lost translationinvariance. For certain values of the acceleration, the translation symmetrycan be restored, however, by considering not energy but phase. We describethe phase accumulated by the parameterm as in φ = 2pi/m. Ifm is an integer,the phase accumulated per acceleration repeats every m sites, except for anirrelevant 2pi difference (see fig.4.5a). The washboard is thus folded into asawtooth shape. This procedure resembles the transition from energy toquasienergy in a time periodic system using the Floquet theorem, but hereit is caused not by temporal periodicity, but by the stroboscopic nature ofour discrete operations [63].The problem apparent is that no experiment can realize an "integer" force,which requires infinite precision. We use Heisenberg’s uncertainty relationto show that for walks of finite size, only a finite precision in m is required.Let two walks of n steps differ in phase by δφ, and each step take a time
τ . The energy difference between the walks is then δE = ~δφ/τ . This can beresolved only if the duration of themeasurement n·τ exceeds ~/δE, leading tothe criterion n > 1/δφ . For under 100 steps, we only need a phase precisionof 10mrad, which the DDS setup provides. We continue with the assumptionthat m is an integer.In momentum space, the acceleration Fˆm causes a discrete translation by
∆k = −FtF /~ = 2pi/m. The localized atom fills the Brillouin zone evenly, and
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in one application of Fˆm, the entire Brillouin zone is shifted and the k statesthat leave the Brillouin zone are Bragg reflected to the opposite side. After
m steps all states are where they started and have sampled the entire band.We assume for now that the state does not transition between bands. Forlarge m (i.e., fine sampling) the spatial movement of a k state after m stepsof duration τ is given by
∆x(k) =
∫ m·τ
0
v±g (k, t)dt =
m∑
i=1
v±g (k + i
2pi
m
) ≈
∫ pi
−pi
v±g (κ)dκ = 0 ∀k. (4.17)
An integrated group velocity of zero means that the system has not spread- it is back at the origin, and since the sum is non-zero before m is reached,the walk is spreading out at first and then recontracting.Smallm require different treatment because the approximation of the sumas an integral is not tolerable. The integrated group velocity after m stepsis precisely zero if m is even, because for every k sampled, there is also k+pisampled, which has the same group velocity with opposite sign (see eq. 4.8).For odd m, the integrated group velocity is not precisely zero after m steps,but only after 2m steps, because it is then that every k gets its k+pi oppositefor precise cancellation.As the walk continues beyond m (or 2m steps), the distributions expandsagain and recontracts again, continuing indefinitely according to this naivecalculation. These regular contractions are the hallmark of electric quantumwalks.Fig. 4.6 shows simulated spreadings using the electric walk operator Wˆ =
SˆFˆmCˆ for different m. The simulated walks perform the expected recontrac-tions: instead of spreading with constant velocity, the electric walk spreadsout, stagnates and refocuses towards the origin in a series of oscillationsthat resemble a plucked string. The period of these oscillations is m if m isan even number. Odd m show an almost-contraction after m steps and anideal contraction after 2m.The faster oscillations likem = 5 do not show a clean pattern, contradictingthe conclusion of eq. 4.17. The subjective quality of the oscillating patternincreases the larger m is. For the slowest oscillations (e.g. m = 50), anotherfeature becomes discernible: the pure state |↑〉 moves away towards theright; the peak gradually wanes, while the peak on the left that in a normalwalk belongs to the |↓〉 initial state waxes and eventually begins to moveright, in time reaching the origin site. Despite the continuing oscillations,the walk is not confined: the size of the refocused distribution is growingand the walk ultimately expands to infinity (see the plot in fig. 4.6).The expansion is unexpected from eq.4.17, as is the poor quality of thefaster oscillations. The reason are the previously neglected interband tran-sitions. As the acceleration changes k, the mapping between spin states andbands changes (see fig. 4.5b). Now, as Fˆ leaves the spin state unchanged,the momentum-translated state finds itself mapped to the other band witha fraction depending on the acceleration. Consider some initial state that ispurely in one band: this state lies on the eigenstate disc(see fig. 4.5c); theeffect of Fˆm is to rotate this disc around its axis of symmetry by 2pi/m. The
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Figure 4.6: Simulated spreading and final distribution of a 50 step quantum walkfor different acceleration levels m. Refocusings occur every m steps;odd m values have refocusings of alternatingly low and high quality.For low m, the contractions are disturbed by interband transitions.The graph shows the RMS at the contractions evolving for up to 1000steps in the cases m = 8, m = 20 and m = 50. A linear increase with anm-dependent slope can be observed.
axis of symmetry in carthesian coordinates is:xy
z
 =
 cos θ2− cos θ2
sin θ2
 . (4.18)
The band at the new momentum of the state has a different compositionin |↑〉 , |↓〉 , but the actual state is unchanged - naturally, part of the state isnow represented by the other band.As the group velocities of the bands have opposite signs (see eq. 4.8), it isclear that there are components in the k space that will sample one sign of
vg from one band, then the same sign from the other and not cancel to zeroafter m steps - this is the mechanism behind the eventual escape to infinityand the degraded oscillations for small m.It’s important to note that the atom is not tunneling, but the simulatedsystem is. Full tunneling, i.e., complete band transfer, occurs if the state ismapped entirely into the other band. Considering the eigenstate disc, thishappens if the rotation angle is pi, which happens for the acceleration m = 2.For quantum walks, m = 2 is therefore the strongest acceleration possible,as it shifts k by pi, which is the maximum shift possible in a periodic system.All smaller m can be remapped to another, larger m, such as m = 1, which isequivalent to m = inf, or no acceleration.Them = 2 is special because ∆k = pi transfers each k-state to a state on the
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other band that has the same group velocity, including the sign (see eq. 4.8):
v±g (k) = −v±g (k + pi) = v∓g (k + pi) (4.19)
Remarkably, by achieving full tunneling, m = 2 doesn’t affect the spreadingat all.The theoretical analysis of the electric walk can be taken a great dealfurther, leveraging the new symmetry cell of m sites to create a reducedBrillouin zone of k ∈ [−pi/m..pi/m] and applying Fourier transform and diag-onalization to this new description. Detailed calculations and results canbe found in [22]. The most interesting result is that apparent correlationbetween walks with odd m and their even counterpart of 2m is confirmed:the asymptotic dynamics can be shown to be identical. Furthermore, themaximum group velocity with acceleration is
∣∣vmaxg ∣∣ = { cosm θ/2 for evenmcos2m θ/2 for oddm . (4.20)
As long as m is rational, one can establish a new supercell of the latticeand proceed with normal symmetry assumptions, e.g., if m = 117/118, then
φ = 236pi/117 and the new lattice period is obviously 117 sites, dependingonly on the numerator of m. If m is irrational, the new lattice becomes ape-riodic - although, as mentioned above, a finite walk has finite resolution andcannot distinguish rational and irrational m. There is ongoing theoreticalwork in our group [64] exploring the situation, in particular a hypothesisthat irrational m may lead to exponential localization of the walk.
4.3 Experiment
4.3.1 Procedure
The experimental procedure for quantumwalks measurements is an adapta-tion of the one used for interferometer measurements. This is not surprisingas the quantum walk is another arrangement of the same basic operationblocks: split, shift, accelerate. When these three are aligned, a walk can beexecuted. To measure the resulting position distribution, accurate single-site position detection is required.
Digital operations
Alignment begins by onfirming that atoms survive the sequence with 90-100% probability; otherwise, lattice beam overlap and molassus cooling pa-rameters are improved. Then, microwave pi pulses are aligned using spec-troscopy - resonance frequency and pulse duration need to be confirmed.Coherence times are checked, although good walks have been recordedeven for T2 ≈ 100µs, due to the inherent rephasing of the walk. Neverthe-less, in order to improve coherence times in general, the lattice power isdecreased to 6 mW per beam and the light shifts reduced in proportion.
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The microwave pulse that implements the coin CˆB is in fact not a pi/2 pulse,but a 3pi/2 pulse, because we have observed that the longer pulse is clearlysuperior in the experiment to the shorter. A possible explanation may be aspin echo effect arising from the added pi rotation.The shift operation works exactly as in the interferometer and needs tomove the atom paths by ±λ/4 coherently. For this, atoms are first cooled intothe axial ground state; then, EOM voltage V2pi and shift duration τs are tuned(see2.3.3) to precisely achieve lattice overlap after each shift and preventmotional excitation. Compared to the interferometer, lower trap depths areused, and thus the correct shift duration has increased to 22-25µs, from16-19µs in the inteferometer. Once this is done, diamond interferometersof varying size can be performed to gauge the decay of contrast vs. steps,which gives some orientation for how many steps the walk may perform andarrive in decent shape.
Accelerated walks
When applying acceleration, there is no additional calibration to perform.The acceleration is generated by detuning one of the lattice beams using theRF output by the DDS (see2.2.3), which can detune its signal with excep-tional accuracy and stability [65] and will output precisely the frequenciesdemanded of it. Only one thing needs to be dealt with, and that is the move-ment of atoms due to the acceleration. In early measurements, atom wereaccelerated during the walk, then decelerated later and thus shifted by anappreciable amount, several tens of lattice sites for very long or stronglyaccelerate walks. In particular, the movement due to acceleration may bea non-integer number of sites - unless properly corrected, it would lead toaliasing effects on the quantum walks histogram, gravely damaging the re-sulting data. The distance moved has to be characterized by measuring theatom movement for the electric quantum walks sequence without shift orcoin operations One can then determine the center of the resulting gaus-sian distribution. The value reached is subtracted from the positions in thesecond picture of the actual walk measurement.For later measurements, I added a moveback feature to the MBED pro-gram. After performing the walk and decelerating the atom, the detuning isshifted to the other arm and a sequence with the same timing as the first butonly consisting only of accelerations is performed to move the atom back toits original position. This is particularly useful for long accelerated walks,which otherwise may end up leaving the camera viewfield all together.The phase accumulated from an acceleration a over a duration tf is Φacc =
∆x ·mCs · a · tf/~. Using the velocity reached in the conveyor belt technique
v = ∆f · λ/2, we find the detuning of the conveyor belt to be
∆f =
16pi~
mCsλ2m, (4.21)
where as before mCs is the atomic mass, while m is our desired accelerationparameter.
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Figure 4.7: a Quantum paths and operation sequence for a normal quantum walk.The split operation that implements the coin CˆB is applied after everyshift, leading to 2n intefering paths. The walk can be extended to thedesired length by repeating the basic four-operation sequence imple-menting the walk operator Wˆ . b Electric quantum walk with acceler-ation. In every step, a constant acceleration is applied, leading to aparabolic trajectory of the lattice. To decrease decoherence, coin andacceleration are performed concurrently, but do not interact. c Thetrajectory of the inital site during and after the sequence: While thewalk is going on, the site keeps accelerating every step. Afterwards,it is decelerated. In the later implemented moveback functionality,the sequence is performed a second time in reverse with all coins andshifts replaced by idle operations of equal length. As a result, the ini-tial site is brought back to its original position, facilitating movementdetection.
For our measurements, the usual detunings were on the order of 1-10 kHzand were applied using a linear ramp in the detuning, effectively steppingthe frequency every 100ns by a small amount. For a ramp duration of 15 µsand the (for our measurements) moderate acceleration m = 20, we require adetuning of 1.6 kHz per step, or 10.67 Hz every 100ns. The DDS frequencyresolution is 0.09 Hz, allowing us to stay within 1% of the intended accel-eration. Stronger accelerations are relatively more accurate because theyhave a larger frequency step every 100ns.
Single-site detection
The output of a quantum walk measurement is a distribution of atom move-ments. We record it by determining the position of the atom before andafter the walk with an accuracy of better than one lattice site. As we know
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the number of shifts, we can establish the zone of possible movements ofone atom and finding it inside in the second picture, calculate the relativedistance by subtracting the position and rounding to the closest numberof lattice sites. If two atoms approach so closely that their zones overlap,confusion of these two atoms may be possible and they are dropped fromconsideration. Dropping atoms because of their initial position should notskew the result.Single-site detection is achieved by a numerical postanalysis of the im-ages [66], fitting the distribution of CCD counts with a previously character-ized line spread function (in the following LSF) of our imaging setup (seefig. 2.3). It succeeds if the noise level on the image is sufficiently low, whichcan be achieved by raising the exposure time to 600-1000ms, from 200msnormally. Furthermore, for the characterized LSF to match, the imagingobjective needs to be at the right distance from the atoms down to sometens of microns. A translation stage is used to shift the camera objectiveminutely while imaging atoms in a lattice, until these appear completely infocus. To confirm that the detection is ready for measuring a walk, atomsare imaged twice without any operation blocks employed inbetween; theirrelative movement ought to remain below ±λ/4. This is normally the casefor 90-98% of all atoms, depending on the quality of the focal alignment andmolassus parameters.The long exposure required for correct position detection and the largeinter-atom distances required to uniquely identify the movement of eachatom force a reduction in atom loading. I reduce the loading duration of theMOT and change the magnetic field parameters for the transfer from theMOT to the lattice: while the MOT gradient is at 1.7A (11G/cm) to keep thecloud large, a linear ramp of the compensation fields drags the MOT cloudalong the lattice during the transfer, loading atoms all over the viewfield in-stead of in one cluster. Nevertheless, a quantum walk measures on average1-2 atoms per shot,with a sequence length of 3 s, due to long illuminationtimes. We intend to improve this in the future by deliberately preparing aninitial pattern of atoms [67].
4.3.2 Results from non-electric quantum walks
Quantum walks without acceleration are performed to characterize the ca-pabilities of our experimental setup and to explore the effects that param-eter changes and decoherence have on the outcome. They also serve toestablish a reference for the following simulation.The first measurement series is simply a balanced quantum walk per-formed for a different number of steps, up to 100 in this case. More steps aredifficult to perform for several reasons: As the number of steps increases,the atom can spread over more and more sites and more atoms have to besampled to construct a satisfying distribution. Furthermore, the risk of theatom leaving the camera viewfield increases.The distribution resulting from a walk measurement should be evaluatedboth in its spreading (i.e., the RMS of the distribution) and its relative shape,which is most visible in the height and position of the dominant peaks. The
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Figure 4.8: Position distribution of a quantum walk with 40 steps, starting withthe balanced superposition |↑〉 +i |↓〉 . The two peaks are clearly visible,but at lower height and shifted outward from the ideal walk. A modeladding decoherence and coin angle error fits much better, using 5%decoherence per step and 4% coin angle error.
normal quantum walks were started with a |↑〉 + i |↓〉 superposition, produc-ing a double-peaked distribution with a flat center in between.
Test case 40 steps
Figure4.8 shows the results of a walk with 40 steps for first study: the peaksare reduced in height from the theoretical expectation and pushed slightlyoutward. In the center, a slight bump is apparent. By applying the deco-herence model introduced in4.2.3 and by fitting the decoherence rate tothe data, we gain good agreement for peak height and the central hump,but not for the displacement of the side peaks. With the spin decoherencemodel, it is not possible to explain the discplacement, but by modifying thecoin angle by a few percent, we achieve a good overall agreement. The coinangle changes the group velocities and can move the peaks quite freely.The error bars on the experimental data are substantial, due to a combi-nation of low datarate (forced by long exposures and reduced loading) andmany lattice sites to fill. Sites in the center of the distribution only havea probability of 2-3%, meaning that at least 1000 atoms are required forreasonable statistics, while the large movement causes many atom imagesto be rejected due to insufficient distance between neighboring atoms. Theshape rising up in the center could identify whether our choice of decoher-ence model is correct by showing either an exponential (for spin-only deco-herence) or gaussian (for spin and spatial decoherence). Even so, from thedata present that distinction is impossible to make. The suppressed popula-tion in the central site remains unexplained; nothing in the model accounts
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Figure 4.9: a Distribution for quantum walks for different number of steps froma balanced initial superposition. The experimental data is well fittedby assuming a coin angle error of 8% and a decoherence per step of5%. The blue distribution shows the effect of coin angle without deco-herence: the peak reaches the same position, but is higher and showsimbalance between left and right despite the balanced initial state -the partial rotation prefers one state over the other.b The RMS of thedistribution initially follows a linear slope, then gradually falls of ataround 40 steps. Spreading continues at superclassical speeds. Thetheoretical curve without decoherence is from eq.4.12, the one withdecoherence from numerical calculations.
for it, but the datum is sigificantly different from the others. Since it doesnot occur in any other datasets, I presume a statistical accident.Two things about this dataset are noteworthy: the model fits well and thecoherence is significant after 40 steps. In contrast, the decoherence rateof 5% per step would naively imply that after 40 steps, the walk shouldbe fully decohered. To find out when it does decohere, we make the walklarger while observing the RMS evolution, which should eventually breakaway from the linear slope to approach the diffusive √n behaviour of theclassical random walk. I have performed a series of walks up to 100 stepsas mentioned above, which is the limit given by our camera field of viewand data rate. The RMS evolution and some of the distributions are plottedin fig. 4.9. They show that the initial departure from the ballistic spreadingoccurs at around 40 steps, but purely diffusive spreading will likely not bereached until far above 200 steps. A significant advantage in spreadingspeed of the quantum walk over the classical random walk is demonstratedhere. The actual distributions produced show a great deal of noise, but
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preserve the correct spreading and to some degree, the two main peaks. Inthis set of measurements, the main peaks degrade already around 40 steps.The decoherence rate is the same as in the previous walk, but the coinangle error has gone up to 8%, which is reaching the limit of the credible- precise alignment of the angle is challenging, but not to this degree. Weshould reviewwhat can affect the coin angle aside from the aligned pulse du-ration. First of all, the resonance frequency can move, which leads to phaseaccumulation and a reduction in effective coin angle. To stunt a pulse with aRabi frequency of 50 kHz to this degree, a detuning of 15-20 kHz is required(going from Ω2 = Ω20+δ2), which is not really plausible. Resonance is checkedseveral times over the day, and fluctuations of this order of magnitude wouldbe very apparent. Secondly, microwave power could fluctuate during thepulse, but calibration measurements of the electric signal during the pulsehave shown excellent flatness. Also, Rabi oscillation measurements wouldsuffer from this drastically, and while they are not part of the daily regime,they are performed occasionally and always show good coherence times.In general, any constant defects would be detected by our calibrationmethods, hence, we should consider the possibility that during a long quan-tumwalks sequences withmany pulses, some parameters are drifting, eithermicrowave power or possibly lattice phase. We do know that the EOM actsas a capacitor, accumulating charge on the millisecond scale which changesthe birefringence slightly, particularly at a high voltage difference. Such aneffect would occur during a longer sequence, skewing the lattice phase ϕreached in the latter shifts of the sequence.If the lattice phase for during a microwave pulse is no longer precisely
0 or 2pi, the overlap between the connected spin states is diminished andthe Rabi frequency decreases by the Franck-Condon factor [11]. Explainingour coin defect by this has two problems: the Franck-Condon factor canonly reduce the coin angle (when the overlap between the wavefunctions isless than 100%) and the reduction is approximately parabolic, meaning thatsmall changes in ϕ have a very small effect. Yet several walk measurementsdo in fact show a coin angle that is above the expected. Also, to reach acoin defect of 8% in this manner would required an angle defect of about
10◦, quite strong. In conclusion, no explanation seems fully convincing; weshould investigate further whether some other influence could mimic a coinangle defect.
Shorter walks for simulation
Quantum simulation can be performed with fewer than 40 steps taken, eas-ing coherence and drift problems. Fig. 4.10 shows distributions for smallerstep numbers and different initial states. The agreement between modeland data is quite good, better in fact than for 40 steps, and the error ofthe data is much smaller. Similar measurements will provide the readoutof our quantum simulator in the next section. For analyzing the coin angleerror, the symmetric peaks of quantum walks starting from a superposition
|↑〉 + i |↓〉 can be be useful because the height of the two peaks is a good in-dicator of coin angle. Note particularly the rather large deviation between
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Figure 4.10: Position distributions measured for shorter quantum walks as mightbe employed in quantum simulation. Shown are the data, the idealwalk and the fitted walk with coin angle error and decoherence. Ini-tial state and fitted parameters are listed in the plots. Observe partic-ularly the disagreement in peak balance in the bottom-left: explain-ing the peak shift via coin angle error requires an imbalance in peakheight that is not present in the data. This indicates that a morecomplex explanation may be necessary.
model and data in the 16 steps walk: the left peak should be larger for thiscoin angle error, but is virtually the same size as its counterpart. This givessome indication that a static coin error may not be the correct explanationfor what we observe.
Scanning coin angle
Since we are interested in the coin angle, I have systematically measuredwalks for angles from pi to 2pi, transitioning from normal transport to fullwalk to stationary atom. Besides the distributions, I also compare the RMSspreading speed to the theory (see eq. 4.12). The results are shown in fig. 4.11and are striking: The agreement between data and fitted distributions aregood but the intended coin angles differ greatly from the spreading ob-served. Surprisingly, the difference depends on the angle: for θ = pi and
θ = 2pi, the intended and fitted angle match, but in between, the disagree-ment is up to 0.3 rad. No static misalignment of the pulse can achieve a
θ-dependent error in θ.The immediate thing to suspect is a fluctuation in microwave power overthe pulse duration, but as stated before, we know from electronic calibrationmeasurements that the power during a pulse is constant to better than 5%.It would also be strange that the difference aligns so well to our atomicRabi frequency - an electronic defect has no reason to do so. I therefore
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Figure 4.11: A series of walks performed with 12 steps and varying coin angle θ.a The position distributions recorded, clearly showing the transitionfrom transport to walk to stationary atom. The intended angles areplotted horizontally offset from the actual data; if we had managedto implement them, they would of course have resulted in a differentRMS speed. Again, the agreement with the fitted model is high; de-coherence is not even considered here. b The RMS speed as a metricof group velocity. Squares show the nominal coin angle, points the fitresult. The difference is extreme and unexpected, particularly sinceit depends strongly on coin angle (i.e., pulse duration). The agree-ment of the fitted values with theory is good, giving them credibility.
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believe that some atomic, likely coherent, phenomenon is the reason forthe fault. Capacitative effects in the EOM are not completely out of thepicture, as they would precisely have the most impact for θ ≈ 3pi/2, whenmultipath interference is dominant. Future work on quantum walks willneed to uncover the reason behind this behaviour, or at least eliminate it.Despite the deviations in coin angle, the good agreement with theory ispositive. In comparison to prior quantum walks measurements [10, 56] thecoherence time is improved about four-fold. The main experimental differ-ence from the previous experiments is that axial ground state cooling isnow a standard procedure, reducing transport excitation and enhancing mi-crowave pulse fidelity.Furthermore, several changes were made in the setup, namely a newEOM, improved focus size and lower dipole trap depth. Also, the servo cir-cuit for power stabilization of the lattice was changed and the main Ti:Salaser was readjusted in-depth, including the lock electronics, to reduce powernoise. These improvements did not in the end increase the coherence times
T2 and T2∗, as the positive changes in trap depth and power stability wereoffset by the new EOM, which contains a longer crystal with negative impacton the beam polarization. The most likely explanation is then the introduc-tion of the axial ground state cooling, which improves both shift and pulseperformance.
4.3.3 Results from electric quantum walks
Bloch oscillations are performed by a particle in a Bloch band under the in-fluence of a linear potential, e.g., an electron in a crystal under an electricfield. In the following, we will observe them using the quantum walk as asimulator. The numerical calculations in4.2.5 show us the results of theseBloch oscillations in position space: periodic contractions of the walk distri-bution to the original single site, occurring every m steps, where m is thelength of the acceleration-imposed supercell of the lattice, i.e., the acceler-ation causes 2pi/m phase between neighboring lattice sites. The reason forthis refocusing is that the system eventually has sampled the whole Brillouinzone, leading to zero total group velocity after m accelerations.Due to increasing interband transitions, contractions degrade for m < 6.The most striking case occurs for m = 2: the entire population tunnels tothe other band at every step, erasing the effect of acceleration on groupvelocity. The resulting position distribution is the same as for a non-electricquantum walk, as well as the case of m = 1 (shifts k by exactly 2pi).Both contractions and tunneling will be demonstrated in the following.Finally, measurements for an irrational m will be presented.
Contractions
I begin with m = 8, expected to show contractions for 8 and 16 steps. Thedistributions observed for 4,8,12 and 16 steps can be seen in fig. 4.12a. Aswith previous measurements, the data is fitted well by the model, resulting
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Figure 4.12: A series of walks performed with m = 8 acceleration and varying stepnumber. a The position distributions, showing data, ideal theory anda fitted theory using 2% coin angle error and 7% decoherence perstep. Two contractions occur, at 8 and 16 steps. Both contractionsare visible in the data. The second contraction is degraded even inideal theory due to the low value ofm. b The RMS value as a measureof spreading: for the contractions, it is not a very informative met-ric, since it emphasizes the outer parts of the distribution and noisecan wash out the events in the center. c The summed probability inthe interval [-1,1] shows contraction at 8 steps. The contraction at16 steps is degraded by decoherence; even the ideal contraction issignificantly reduced from the first.
in a coin error of 2% and a decoherence per step of 7%. Due to the low stepnumber, we do not observe significant decoherence up to 12 steps.The key dsitribution is the one after eight steps, which clearly shows thatthe walk has contracted back from the spreading it had after four steps,placing 60% of all atoms on the original site. A walk without accelerationwould have no central peak and very little population in the original site. Bycomparing the two theory curves in the eight step picture, one can also seethat the height of the neigboring bars at -1,+1 is very dependent on deco-herence, illustrating that the loss of coherence is degrading the refocusing.The second contraction at sixteen steps is much weaker, degraded by de-coherence and dropping below the model: the central peak is not in goodagreement with theory. Such strong decoherence after a mere 16 steps isunusual, but the contraction remains visible.To quantize the contractions, we need a figure of merit. The intuitive
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choice is RMS, which is shown in fig. 4.12b both for data and the two theorycurves. Due to its quadratic term, the RMS strongly emphasizes the outerwings of the distribution and when that distribution is noisy, it obscures theevents in the center almost completely. Even the ideal theory RMS does notperform a strong dip at eight steps, in contrast to the crystal clear effectin the position distribution. The dip in the RMS virtually disappears whendecoherence is applied, again contrasting the distribution. The RMS can beused to gauge when the walk departs from our model, but is not sensitive tothe contractions we desire to observe.I instead plot the height of the central peak for quantitative comparisonbetween experiment and theory. This figure is somewhat arbitrary, but atleast sufficiently sensitive to the contractions both in theoretical and ex-perimental data (see fig. 4.12c). The comparison shows that experimentalvalues show the correct modulation as expected with decoherence, barelycontracting at 16 steps. The ideal contraction is also reduced significantlyfrom the one at 8 steps, due to interband tunneling.I have also taken a sequence of measurements for m = 20 with walks of upto 40 steps. The resulting position distributions are shown in fig. 4.13a andwhile the fits shows a higher decoherence rate, we nevertheless observe theexpected behaviour for up to 30 steps. The key distributions are the three for18,20 and 22 steps, which show onset, apex, and ending of the contraction.After 26 steps, the distribution remains flat and does not contract a secondtime. Because of the acceleration, the distribution’s support is still in theintervall [−6, 6], whereas a non-electric walk would have much larger extentafter 40 steps (compare fig.4.8).As before, the RMS values are most useful for judging when the walk de-parts from the theory (see fig.4.13b), but not for spotting contractions, asdecoherence will completely erase their signature. The probability for thecentral site is a more sensitive figure of merit and shows good agreementwith the theory for all measurements, with a very clear bump at 20 steps(see fig. 4.13c). Only the datum at 40 steps is significantly away from themodel. In comparison with the m = 8 measurement, the second contrac-tion is in theory much stronger, reaching far above 90%. All the same, thedecoherence strongly suppresses the second contraction event.These two measurement series demonstrate the contractions resultingfromBloch oscillations; a second contraction can even be seen form = 8. Thesimulation of Bloch oscillations has been successful. The precision of the re-sults can be improved and the issues with coin angle should be investigatedfurther when we proceed to simulations of more complicated phenomena.
Interband tunneling
For strong accelerations, the contractions degrade as interband transitionsincrease. In particular, as mentioned above, m = 2 causes a 100% interbandtransition and fully inverts the band populations. Surprisingly, this causesthe group velocity to remain constant, and the expected distribution is thatof a non-electric walk. We also compare m = 1, which shifts all states by afull Brillouin zone, and is thus also equivalent to a non-electric walk.
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Figure 4.13: A series of walks performedwithm = 20 acceleration and varying stepnumber. a The position distributions, showing data, ideal theory anda fitted theory using 2% coin angle error and 10% decoherence perstep. Two contractions occur, at 20 and 40 steps. The first contrac-tion is well reproduced, the second one fails. b Decoherence erasesthe contractions’ signature from the RMS ). c The population in thecentral peak shows the first contraction cleanly, the second one notat all.
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Figure 4.14: a The position distribution for 18 steps performed with no acceler-ation, m = 1 and m = 2. The theory curves are fully identical for allthree cases due to interband tunneling and Bragg reflections and thedata confirms the equivalence. The fit returns 107% coin angle and5% decoherence per step. b The RMS value, shown for 6, 12 and 18steps for all three accelerations. The equivalence hold and the RMSevolves as expected. Data markers are slightly offset horizontally tokeep all three visible at all times.
I have measured the walks with m = 1,m = 2 and no acceleration for 6,12and 18 steps. Fig. 4.14a shows the three distributions arising at 18 steps.There is only one theory curve for the three datasets together and we havealso used a common fit, resulting in a coin angle of 107% and a decoherencerate of 5% per step. The three datasets overlap closely, and in particular allreproduce the large peak on the right side. Their largest disagreement is inthe central site, which may be due to fluctuating decoherence rates betweenthe measurements.The RMS spreading of the walks for all three cases is shown in fig. 4.14b.The three datasets coincide with each other and the theory curves: inter-band tunneling ensures that an acceleration by several dozen g has no effect.Observing contractions and interband tunneling marks a successful quan-tum simulation, and demonstrates for the first time the ability to realizeBloch oscillations in quantumwalks with considerable control over the statesof the walk.
Irrational m
The theoretical treatment of irrational m is completely different from thatof rational m; the main reason is the absence of translational or temporalperiodicity. This renders most of our theory developed so far inappropriate;new phenomena arising for irrational m are still under investigation [64].The most interesting hypothesis so far is that the walk may be localized,akin to Wannier-Stark localization [68].Numerical simulations show that the electric quantumwalk’s ideal spread-ing stays small for thousands of steps, but oscillates with approximately 7steps period (compare fig. 4.15a for the first 50 steps). Time-averaging thedistribution to cancel the oscillation shows an exponential distribution. Ihave performed electric quantum walks with 4,6,8,10 and 12 steps. Three
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Figure 4.15: Quantum walks for an aperiodic lattice with m = (1 + √5)/2. a Evo-lution of the position distribution. The distribution oscillates with aperiod of approximately 7 steps and does not diverge. b Measureddistributions for 4, 8 and 12 steps, with ideal theory and theory incor-porating 10% decoherence per step and 2% coin angle defect. Theagreement between model and data is not as good as in other mea-surements; in particular, the almost-contraction at 8 steps is reduced.c Average of distribution for 4,6,8,10 and 12 steps, both data and the-ory. The data recovers the general shape, but falls significantly underthe theory with decoherence.
of the distributions as well as the average of all five are plotted in fig. 4.15.The oscillation is reproduced, albeit with a degraded central peak at 8 steps.The averaged distribution falls significantly below the theory curve on thecentral site, but is matching the other points well and clearly centered atzero. Certainly the walk behaviour is matching our simulations, reproduc-ing the oscillation and the overall exponential distribution. Further workneeds to be done on the theory of irrational m.
4.4 Proposal for k-state selection
All phenomena we have measured in this chapter can be understood andcalculated elegantly in momentum space. Our research is therefore hin-dered by the inability to access individual k-states, and relies instead on asmoothly-filled Brillouin zone and detection in position space. I will presentin the following a proposal for the experimental preparation and detectionof k states in our system.The atoms in our experiment are localized to one site, and the Brillouinzone is fully occupied. Since we cool the atoms to the axial ground state,
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they are all in the lowest Bloch band. Our normal lattice is so deep that tun-neling between sites is suppressed (about 1.6MHz or 800 recoil energies),so the bands are virtually flat. If we lower our lattice to a few recoil ener-gies, tunneling becomes possible and band curvature becomes noticable; inparticular, the first excited band is approaching the ground state band atthe zone boundary.The core idea is that by accelerating the lattice strongly, we can shift partof the ground state band population into higher bands by Landau-Zener tun-neling [69]. Momentum states pushed over the edge of the Brillouin zonetunnel to the higher band if the acceleration applied exceeds the critical ac-celeration ac [70]. To visualize Landau-Zener tunneling, imagine the k-statesaccelerated up the sinusoidal slope and shooting across the band gap ontothe higher band (see fig. 4.16a). The concept sequence for k-selection is asfollows:
1. Prepare atoms in ground state |↓, n = 0〉.
2. Lower lattice depth to U ≈ ER adiabatically.
3. Accelerate with several times ac.
4. A large part of the Brillouin zone is shifted to |n = 1〉.
5. Decelerate and ramp the lattice back up.
6. Use a microwave sideband transition |↓, n〉 → |↑, n− 1〉.
7. Use push-out to remove all |↑〉.
This procedure leaves a thin slice in k-state by removing all other momenta- it is a selection scheme, not a cooling scheme. Detection is possible byadiabatically turning off one of the lattice beams,and switching to a run-ning wave trap for some amount of time. An atom will travel from its initialposition depending on its group velocity vg(k), allowing reconstrcution of k.Several issues must be addressed:
• What is the adiabatic lattice depth ramp U(t)?
• What is the critical acceleration ac and how many atoms tunnel?
• How fast do atoms travel in the running wave for detection?
The bandgapEG(U) is the key figure for the first two questions. The Schrödingerequation of a particle in a sinusoidal potential can be transformed to Math-ieu’s equation [71], which has periodic solutions only for certain energy andmomentum combinations E, k, with jumps of E at every integer k that givesthe band gaps - using a rescaling of E in units of ER and k in units of pi/d.The bandgaps can be calculated using Mathieu’s characteristic exponent
ar(k,E):
EG(n) = ar
(
n+ ,
U
4ER
)
− ar
(
n− , U
4ER
)
, (4.22)
where  is an infinitesimal number and n ∈ N is the number of the bandgap,corresponding to k = n · pi/d. For deep lattices (U > 16ER), the harmonic
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Figure 4.16: a The scheme for k-selection: the key is to shift most k-states intoa higher band using a strong acceleration to achieve Landau-Zenertunneling. Microwave sideband techniques can be used to eliminatethese atoms [30]. The key property for this is the bandgap EG. b Theband gap from Mathieu’s characteristic exponent ar (full line), withthe harmonic approximation (dashed) and the linear approximation(dotted). The regime change is at sixteen recoil energies. c The timerequired to lower to 1 ER from the original 900 ER for different adia-baticity goals. d The tunneling fraction as a function of lattice depthfor the acceleration resulting from β = 0.9 as discussed in the text.
approximation is valid and E(1)G ≈ 2√U · ER. For shallow lattices, the betterapproximation is the free particle and E(2)G ≈ U/2 (see fig. 4.16b).With the band gap established, we can turn towards adiabaticity. Adia-batic lowering means reducing the trap depth so slowly that the all statesremain in their original band. The relative rate of lowering τ must be lowenough that the band gap energy is always resolved according to the Heisen-berg uncertainty relation:∣∣∣∣UU˙
∣∣∣∣ = τ τ · EG ≥ ~ ⇒ ~τEG = η << 1, (4.23)
using a number η to specify our adiabaticity goal. Using the two differentregimes of the bandgap, we find:
U(t)(1) =
4~2
η2ERt2
U(t)(2) =
2~
ηt
. (4.24)
We can now calculate the time required for lowering to be on the order ofmilliseconds depending on the adiabaticity goal(see fig. 4.16c).Once in the weak lattice, we must accelerate the atoms strongly to induceLandau-Zener tunneling. There are two conditions on the acceleration: it
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should shift the desired fraction of the states β into the next Brillouin zone,and it should let these states tunnel into the next higher band instead ofbeing Bragg-reflected. The first condition is easy to evaluate: β is relatedto our previous acceleration number m by β = m−1 and the formula for therequired acceleration is
a(β, τ) =
8pi~β
mCsλτ
, (4.25)
where τ is the acceleration duration. The second condition is that the statespushed over the edge of the Brillouin zone must tunnel, so the tunnelingfraction γ must be near-unity. It depends exponentially on the critical accel-eration ac [70]:
γ(a, U) = exp
(
−ac
a
)
, ac =
λE2G
8~2
. (4.26)
We can calculate now whether the timescales and accelerations requiredare feasible. I set β = 0.9 to select a 10% slice of the Brillouin zone. Theacceleration required is the higher the shorter the acceleration time is, al-lowing a larger tunneling fraction. However, the DDS shifts the frequencyevery 10ns, so I set τ = 10µs to guarantee a sufficient granularity of theacceleration ramp. The acceleration is then 624m/s2, achieved by a latticedetuning of 14kHz. The tunneling fraction depending on U can be calcu-lated (see fig. 4.16d) and is sufficiently high for U ≤ 1ER. How long it takesto lower the lattice the trap from 900ER to the required 1ER depends on thedemanded adiabaticity (see fig.4.16c).Lowering the lattice depth can be done by decreasing one or both latticebeams. If we ramp down both beams, each beam must be decreased by afactor 30, for a final power of 200µW. But atom temperature is a problem:at time scales of over 100µs, atoms begin to escape radially when rampingdown the lattice so strongly. The alternative is to ramp down one latticebeam, creating a running wave trap with a weak lattice overlaid. To reach
1ER, the lattice beammust ramp down by a factor thousand, for a final powerof 6µW, which is more challenging to control but achieveable.Finally, can we detect the selected k states? The traditional method isa time-of-flight measurement: ramp the lattice down to activate tunneling,then let the atom propagate naturally for a controlled time. The maximumgroup velocity at U = 1ER is about 5 sites per ms, and the RMS speed 3.5sites per ms. Letting the atom expand for 20 ms will cause enough motionto detect the k-state clearly.To summarize, the scheme for k-state selection seems fully viable. Themain difficulties will be the control of the laser beam power at very lowvalues and the reduced data rate from discarding 90% of the atoms, butperforming quantum walks with selected k-states makes it worthwhile.
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5 Conclusion
Recapitulation
As I opined in the introduction, a great deal of quantum mechanics is aboutphase. The same applies to my thesis, which features two large measure-ment campaigns revolving around coherent interference phenomena. Thefirst of the two is the single atom interferometer. In an interferometer,phase is at its most accessible, since between the two arms of the interfero-meter there is only one phase and it is directly converted into population foreasy measurement. In this regard, atom interferometers are much simplerthan quantum walks and allow detailed interpretation of mechanism in qual-ity as well as quantity. Our interferometer measurement were thoroughlyanalyzed regarding both phase and contrast. Comparing phase accumu-lation in different geometries allowed me to separate spin-symmetric and-antisymmetric potential gradients existing in our setup. The major discov-ery was that due to loading atoms away from the focus of the dipole trap,there is a spin-symmetric potential gradient of some 300 Hz per lattice site,whose magnitude could be determined with an accuracy of 0.3%. Further-more, I was able to show that no significant spin-antisymmetric gradientsexist, which would be extremely significant due to their ability to detunemicrowave operations depending on position. Analyzing the decay of con-trast showed that our usual dephasing can be suppressed by repeated spinecho to raise the spin coherence time above 2 ms. The real limiting factor isactually the fidelity of pi pulses, which are required at every transport stepdue to our EOM’s technical limitations. While there are in principle severalmore mechanisms for contrast decay, these two make up the lion’s share,and it does not seem possible from our data to properly quantize the others.One advantage of doing interferometry trapped in a lattice is the ability toinsert hold times. We have performed such measurements and found themto confirm our previous findings about potential gradients and decoherenceexisting in our system. Their best use, however, is to keep the atom sta-tionary for some position-dependent effect, which our experiment was notcurrently equipped to apply. Instead, we demonstrated that external effectscould be measured satisfactorily by applying a global acceleration to theatom and recording the phase in agreement with theoretical calculations.The interferometer data offer a wealth of interferomation about our setupand our operations, but they also show what our experiment is not: it is not apurpose-built precision interferometry experiment, due to the compromisesmade to obtain high flexibility and single atom control. Using our experi-mental stability and comparatively low atom rate, we cannot reach relativeaccuracies of 10−9 as truly precision-focused experiments have before [39].The point is rather to explore new physics: the electric quantum walks arean example of this.
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The entire field of experimental quantum walks is quite young and is onlybeginning to progress from implementing walks to using them for specificpurposes. Our electric walks are our first foray into using walks as a mea-surement tool and the research was therefore markedly different from theinterferometry work. Instead of an in-depth analysis of a well-understoodsystem, we tried to demonstrate for the first time what models were tellingus to expect and were successful. Comparing theory and experiment inposition space, we demonstrated Bloch oscillations both by contraction ofthe quantum walk and by interband tunneling which equalizes the effectof several very different accelerations. We also found that our simple two-parameter model of the quantum walk produces very satisfactory agree-ment with the data; compared to the first quantum walks measurementsin 2009, our understanding of walks has become much deeper, concerningtheir distribution, spreading and decoherence. Nevertheless, one issue isstill unconcluded, namely the coin angle error.Apart from the proposed k-state selection, our intention is to advance theexperiment by employing several new technologies. This is motivated by theexperience of the electric quantumwalkmeasurements: the actual measure-ments for electric walks are no different from the normal walks that werepossible already in 2009, but the capability for applying well-controlled ac-celerations was missing, which became available once we installed the DDSsetup. In other words, the progress in research was technology-driven. Torepeat this progress, we already have two major technology upgrades in thepipeline: interferometric polarization synthesis and Raman cooling.
Interferometric polarization synthesis
Interferometric polarization synthesis (IPS) is a preliminary name for a newtechnique that our group has developed, used to modulate polarization witha Mach-Zehnder interferometer and two optical phase-locked loops (OPLL).The technique was evaluated in the thesis of Anna Hambitzer [72] in ourlaboratory. The basic idea is to split a laser beam with a polarizing beamsplitter, then couple the two orthogonal polarizations through one AOM eachand combine them again on another PBS. The output of this interferometer iscomposition of the two arms in orthogonal polarizations, frequency-shiftedby the AOM. By setting up two beat notes with a common reference laserbeam, we can put each of the two polarizations individually into phase-lockby monitoring the phase of the beat note and adjusting the signal frequencygoing to the AOM to stabilize it. The two overlapping OPLLs have alreadybeen shown to work, with a relative RMS phase stability of 1◦ and a crosstalkbetween the two loops of -68dB, which should be sufficient for trappingatoms without exciting them[72].By phase ramping the reference signal for the OPLL, the optical phasewill be smoothly ramped. Of course, our state-dependent lattice dependson two circular polarizations that can be phase-shifted with regard to eachother, but a waveplate can translate linear into circular polarization. Oncein place, IPS will fully replace our EOM, eliminating problems such as po-larization gradients due to crystal mounting from our setup. Moreover, in-
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stead of being limited to a single lattice site shift, IPS can perform infiniteshifting, similar to the conveyor belt technique, by detuning one chiralityvs. the other. Using IPS, we expect to extend our shift ability to distancesof over 100 µm as well dropping the requirement for alternating pi pulsesfor long-distance shifting. This will allow for drastically larger interferome-ters, increasing phase sensitivity by orders of magnitude. It will also allowmapping our lattice gradients for several 100 µm around the imaging posi-tion, characterizing our optical trap almost to perfection. For the quantumwalks, a coin is necessary every step anyway, but we nevertheless expect tobenefit strongly from removing the EOM and its polarization effects. Newchallenges may arise, as the two chiralities are now represented by fullyindependent laser beams with individual beam profiles. These need to besmoothly overlapped at the atoms to a very high degree, or the atoms willexperience major differential lights shifts with resulting dephasing. Also,the power stabilization of the two beams needs to be on a high level for thesame reason. The setup has so far not been tested with atoms, but this willhappen in the very near future.
Raman ground state cooling
The second upgrade, with possibly even larger significance, is Raman cool-ing into the motional ground state., which will allow atom-atom interactionsby s-wave scattering. If two atoms are brought onto the same site, theyare currently too hot and their probability densities too dilute to sense eachother, but in the motional ground state, this will change and they will ac-cumulate significant interaction phases from cohabitation of the same lat-tice site [73]. Using such interaction phases, one can realize quantum logicgates [8, 41]. The only requirement is to actually reach the ground state;for this, Raman cooling with two phase-locked lasers is a standard tech-nique. The concept is very similar to our microwave sideband cooling: aspin state transition is driven on the cooling sideband with continuous re-pumping (compare2.3.2). But the difference is in how this transition is per-formed: two diode lasers are detuned from the resonance by some hundredsof GHz, while stabilized at a frequency difference between them of 9.1 GHz.The two lasers can now drive a two-photon transition in a λ-scheme from
|F = 4,mF = 4〉 to |F = 3,mF = 3〉; because of the large momentum of laserphotons, if the two lasers come from different directions, the motional side-bands can be driven. In principle, the position displacement that allowedthe transition in microwave cooling is replaced here by momentum displace-ment. However, some subtleties exist and two phase-locked lasers are notenough - although they have been build and have already demonstrated anon-sideband spin transition on our atoms [73]. The problem is that for ouroptical trap strength radial to the lattice axis, the recoil from the sponta-neous decay in the cooling cycle will heat our atoms too much - the trapneeds to be stiffened. We have set up an additional laser beam to provideadditional confinement, in this case a blue-detuned donut beam. The ringcrosssection of this beam is generated with a spiral phase plate, and theshape allows surrounding the existing attractive trap with this repulsive cas-
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ing. The beam has also been tested independently and demonstrated an 8xincrease in trap frequency, sufficient for Raman cooling [73]. What remainsis to finish integrating the lasers into the setup and test them together - theproject was paused for the duration of the quantum walk measurement andwill likely be recommenced after the IPS setup is installed.Our group has recently published a proposal for using atom-atom inter-actions in quantum walks to demonstrate a novel molecular binding mech-anism [74]. If two adjacent atoms undergo a walk with on-site interactionbetween them, this can lead to binding between the atoms due to their mu-tual effect on phase accumulation, causing the atoms to exit the walk incorrelated positions. This is particularly remarkable as their is no bindingenergy holding the atom pairs together. Furthermore, the walks of the twoatoms can be recast as the walk of a molecule. The missing keystone toput this to the test in our laboratory is atom-atom interaction; ground-statecooling will provide it.
Scalability
Looking a little further into the future, we need to considerthe scalabilityof our system. Ignoring near-term technical obstacles, there are still lim-its to how many atoms can be controlled and interrogated and how manyoperations can be performed on them. This will consider the setup of oursuccessor experiment, which is employing a state-dependent 3D optical lat-tice with one layer of atoms imaged from the top.The first thing to consider is detection: an EMCCD camera is usually lim-ited to 512x512 pixels. Improved imaging optics reaching a numerical aper-ture larger than 0.8 have been developed in our group, vastly improvingthe sharpness of each atom. Nevertheless, for reliable separation of a largegroup of atoms, an atom-atom separation of at least 2 px seems absolutelynecessary, making for about 200x200 atoms that could be maximally de-tected at once. The duration required for the image is reduced significantlyif the point-spread functions of the atoms do no overlap and no fitting is re-quired; basically, for each isolated site the algorithm only has to distinguishbetween one atom or no atom. This seems possible for about 100ms imag-ing time. The lattice filling when loading from a MOT is at most 50%, andthis can only be reached after loading the MOT for some time, probably afew 100ms. The realistic maximum data rate of such a system then seems tobe about 30,000 atoms per second, of course assuming significant technicalprogress. Adding additional cameras to extend the viewfield would be chal-lenging but possible by dividing the fluorescence light into several tiles afterthe main imaging objective, then mapping each tile onto its own camera.Besides detection, coherence time is another important limitation. It makessense to think not of absolute times but of how many operations can beperformed coherently. The now-dominant lattice effects can be suppressedstrongly by improving the polarization state (which the IPS setup promises)and reducing thermal motion in the wells (by Raman cooling to the radialground state). Magnetic field fluctuations, which are now limiting us to
T2 ≈ 500µs will then come to the fore. They can also be suppressed signifi-
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cantly by a feed-forward cancellation that is aligned using a spectroscopicsignal from the atoms [75] and we may be able to improve T2 up to maybe50ms. If we reach such a coherence time, the scattering rate arising fromthe lattice laser becomes significant. It is currently on the order of one in100ms and since we are fixed to the magic wavelength, this can only beimproved by decreasing the lattice depth, to which the scattering is pro-portional. The downside is that the duration of excitation-free shifting willincrease, since it is inversely proportional to trap frequency [10]. Becauseof the square-root relation between trap frequency and trap depth, it is ac-tually advantageous to have a deep lattice and shift faster, allowing overallmore shifts in the coherence time. It seems at the moment that the IPS setupmay be able to perform a shift in 5µs, but no faster without replacing theAOMs by something else.Of course, operations likemicrowave pulses do not become faster in deeperlattices. They can anyway be sped up by using Raman lasers for populationtransfer, which in a powerful beam with good focus can reach Rabi frequen-cies in the tens of MHz range [76]. So, while we can now perform maybe200 coherent operations and retain a visible signal, with the above improve-ments, some tens of thousand can be ultimately expected.
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